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Abstract 
 
This paper analyses some emerging  socio-
eceonomic applications of information and 
communications technologies, and  explores how they 
support   technological systems which incraesingly  
belnd survaillance with simulation.  The first part of 
the paper   reviews the technological shifts supporting 
social practices which intimately belnd digital 
survaillance with simulation. The second   explores 
four examples  - virtual banking, retaling and ʻrealityʼ, 
crime control and electronic tagging, road transport 
telentaics, and ʻsmartʼ utility systems - where  
increasingly widespread  electronic surveillance 
systems  are providing the captured data and images 
to produce  electronic simulations of the 'real world' in 
near ʻreal timeʼ.  Attention focuses on how such 
simulations of the 'realʼ world  are then used to 
support the fine-grained allocation of goods and 
services, or  more intimate patterns of social control,  
in real-time, through the  space-time fabric of material 
geographies. The paper finishes by analysing the 
implications of surveillant-simulation  for theories of 
space and place, and for the tensions  beteen  
totalizing systems of social control and progressive 
and resistance  stratgies. 
 
Introduction: Surveillance, Simulation and the  
Spaces of Control  
 
Computerised surveillance and simulation have both 
been subject to much recent debate within recent 
social theory and commentaries on society and space 
(see, for example,  Lyon, 1994; Droege, 1997; 
Gregory, 1994; Boyer, 1996).  However, approaches 
in  social and cultural geography, and post 
structuralist  and political evonomic commentary more 
generally,  have usually tended to  separate  
treatments of surveillanceand simulation.    The 
former have tended to draw  on  the work of Foucault  
(1977) on  the  disciplinary antecedents of modern 
societies (see, for example Squires, 1994; Philo, 
1992),  on  Jeremy Benthamʼs famous  18th century 
writings on his  Panopticon prison design  (see 
Hannah, 1997), and on the recent growth of geo-
demographic, GIS and CCTV systems (Pickles, 1995; 
Norris and Armstrong, 1997).  The latter have drawn  
on  Baudrillardʼs  (1983) notions of the ʻpost modernʼ 
shift towards a society dominated by technostratgic 
simulation (Der Derian, 1994),  and by an incraesingly 
pervasive   ʻhyper-realityʼ comprsiing accending  and 
orders of simulacra  -   from  the military/war 
ʻcyberwarʼ simulators at the basis of the Gulf war,  
compyter games and simulations, cybernetic 
consumption systems,  virtual eality smulations,  to  
themed commercial environements the  (see 
Baudrillard, 1983;  Kellner, 1994; Soja, 1989; 
Gottdeiner, 1997).   More technical debatse, mean 
while, have explored the practical issues surrounding 
computerised  simulations  of  everything from 
geographical systems  (see Batty, 1996; 1997; Sui, 
1997),  societal processes (Gilbert and Conte, 1994), 
to  planetary landscapes, biological mechanisms, and  
the whole fabric of cosmological  space-time (see 
Hall, 1993). 
 
Some of the more critical recent  post 
structuralist and post modern commentaries  on 
society and space have started to make progress 
in addressing the interlinkages between 
surveillance and simulation at the general level.   
Baudrillard himself was acreful to note that the 
cnsumer simulacra of geo-demographic models 
were constructed through feedback craeted from 
the linkage of consumers into   surevaiance 
systems (Baudrillard, 1994; Sawchuck, 1994; 109). 
Writesr such as Haraway (1991) , Olalquiaga 
(1994), Burrows (1994), Davis (1991) and Boyer 
(1996) have started to explore the cybernetic 
relations between surevaillnce,  electronic 
representtaions, and material urban lansdscapes, 
where cyborgian feedback loops where 
sureviallance and smulation beceome ever-more 
blurred.   Donna Haraway asserts  that the 
blurring of the body-tecehnology boundary within 
pervasive  cybernetic systems leads to  a 
“tecehnological polis where macinic-desires drive 
cyberentic systems by artificial instincts and 
recursive feedback looops” (Harawy 1991 ; 149-
181).  Follwng Frederick Jamesonʼs (1984) notion 
that the cognitive mapping of material 
geographies is renedred problemtaic by shifts 
towards telemediated socities,  Christine Boyer  
(1995; 133-139) has argued that we now face a 
“criis of representing invisible cities”  becaue a  
gap exists  “between the city that we can 
visualize and the invisible city taht is constituted 
in and through its firlds of information 
circualtion” . Control, she writes, now “ actrs like 
a sieve ( a computer matriux) whose mesh 
transmutes from pint to point, undulating and 
constantly at work. The code, not the norm, 
becomes th eimportnat device”  (Boyer 1996; 18). 
Thus, material geographies of cities and city-
systems becomes constituted through new nexus 
points between knowldge and power that 
transcend Foucaultʼs architectonic elemnnts to 
embrace combinations of  “disourses and 
architecetutes, programs and mechanisms”, 
which  “seem to be dislocared from space, deelpy 
hiden within the electrnoc matrices of a global 
computer network  that connects all points in 
space and directs our lives from some ethereal 
“other” locatopn” (Boyer, 1996; 163). In a similar 
perspective, Celeste Olalquiaga (1994; 93) 
believes that  “proces and cgnage are now 
explained by cynernetic trasnfromation, making it 
more and more dificult to didtinguish between 
outr organisc and our tecenologiucal serves. It is 
no longer possible to be rroted in history. Instead, 
we are connected to the topography of compyuter 
screens and video monitors. These give us the 
lanagauge and images that we require to recah 
others an d see ourselves” .   
 
Mike Davisʼs (1992; 16) work on Los Angeles has  
concretised such arguments. He explitly argues that  
the cityʼs highly polarised social order and repressive 
socio-spatial practices are now clearly founded on 
extensive webs of  high-tech surveillance, linked into 
both the urban simulations in ʻcyberpaceʼ and the 
extending metrial simularca of theme-parked 
consumption-driven  landscapes (see Srkin, 1992). 
Thus, in Los Angeles: 
“the contemporary city simulates or hallucinates 
itself in at least two senses. First, in the age of 
electronic culture and economy, the city 
redoubles itself through the complex architecture 
of its information and media networks {...}. Urban 
cyberspace - as the simulation of the cityʼs 
information order - will be experienced as even 
more segregated, and devoid of true public 
space, than the traditional built city {...}. Second, 
social fantasy is increasingly embodied in 
simulacral landscapes - them parks, “historic 
districts” and malls - that are partitioned off from 
the rest of the metropolis” 
 
 
What is lacking in such acounts, however,  is the level 
of close empirical detail necessary  to clearly unravel  
the complex social practices and politcal eceonomeis 
through which surveillance and simulation become 
linked in the production of new material geographies.   
It is particyaley apparent that surveiallnce debates (on 
???), and the groing debates abiut computerised 
simulation or the shifts twoard hyper-reality in urban 
material geographies (), have yet to fully explore how 
both surveillance and simulation practices may 
become woven in with the emergen of new socio-
spatial practices, and the production of new 
metropoltna and inter-metropitan geographies. The 
growing nexus between   systems of surveillance and 
those of simulation has major, but poorly explored,  
implications for geographical change, for social 
control, for patterns of inclusion and exclusion,  for the 
development of visual culture, for the construction of, 
and struggles over, subjectivities, and for the spatial 
dynamics of the so-called ʻinformation economyʼ.     
 
In this context the current  paper seeks to explore how 
an emerging suite of  intercoonecetd scio-tecehnical 
systems, which inttimnately belnd  (near) ʻreal timeʼ  
compyuterised surveillance with  techniques 
supporting computerised simulation,  are being 
wobven into the fabric of material geographies and 
geomteries of social and spatial power relations.    It  
attempts to develop a critical framework through 
which we might understand the ways in which this 
emerging raft of digital technologies  are being 
embedded into material geographical spaces, and  
begin to explore their effects.  I aim to  connect  a 
broad perspective on  the geographies of ICTs with  
political-economic debates about  surveillance, 
computerised simulation, and the socioeconomic 
restructuring of  geographic space.    
 
The discussion has three parts. Firts, I attempt to 
position ternds toward wnat I term  ʻsurveillant-
simulationʼ - that is, integarted, computerised, 
surveilance and simlulation systems - within  recent 
debatse in postructuralist social theory.  Second,  I go 
on to  explore four areas where assemblies of digital 
technology are being used, as the basis for 
surveillant-simulation   :  in retailing,  banking and 
consumption, in  crime and social control, in road 
transportation, and  in the utilities. Finally, I conclude 
by attempting to draw out implications of these trends 
for geographic restructuring, for concepts of space 
and place, and  for  the ambiguous tensions  beteen  
totalizing systems of social control and progressive 
and resitance  stratgies. 
 
Technologies of Curveillnat-Simulation 
 
Writers in the Ssince,  Technolgy and Society  (STS) 
often today tend to charctrise ʻtechnologyʼ as a 
“seanless web”,  a  set of socio-tecehnical ensembles, 
a vast, systemic, interdepdendence (Summerton, 
1994). The history of technology demonstrates that  
interlinked changes across a range of  material, 
technological systems tend to be more important than 
single technological innovations,  in facilitating  new 
socia practices of control, social and spatial change, 
and the production of new material geographies (see, 
for example, Summerton, 1994, Hall and Preston, 
1988; Beniger, 1989).  Large-scale shifts in the 
tecehnological orienttaion of capitalist  society, such 
as the one  that many allege to be underway 
surrounding new  information and communicatiosn 
technologies (ICTs), tend to be chracterised by  the  
interconnaction of  differet  material tecehnologies 
(and their assocated ocial practices), by the  
widsepread geographically diffussion of  realtively 
stadardised tecehnological systems,  and by the 
application of ʻheartlandʼ tecehnologies  (such as 
microprocessing)  to widening ranges of situations 
(Freeman, 198)1 .  
 
Thus,  in the STS perspective, the   technological 
infsrtructure of Large Tecchnica Systems  (or ʻLTSsʼ) - 
the “wholes” linking material tecehnologies, 
organizations, instututional rules, and socio-cultural 
practices (Summetron, 1994) - become 
geographically constructed,  supporting in turn further 
ʻroundsʼ of  socio-geographical change based on the 
elboration of new systems of   remote control,  the 
exercise of distanciated, embodied  power  (), and the 
development of highly uneven and contested  ʻpower 
gemetriesʼ and geographies  (Massey, 1993).  As 
Swyngedouw reminds us, patterns and application of 
IT infarstucture are  “necessary elements in the 
struggle for maintaining, changing or consolidating 
social power" (Swyngedouw, 1993; 305).   
 
Far from being some diemobodied technological 
ʻwaveʼ ʻimpactingʼ on metrial feographies, however,  
writiers such as  John Law () and Bruno Latour () and 
Nigel Thrift  () and  have demonstratde the complex 
social practices required to buid up ʻhyrbridʼ socio-
tecehnical sysrtems, or multiple ʻactor networksʼ,  
through which sustained action at a diatnce and 
refined (but always precarious) levels of remote 
control  over space become possible. The elaboration 
of socio-tecehnical hybrids is a ʻmessyʼ, dynamic, and 
uncertain,  procese, full fo specificieties,  
contingenies, subtleties, and waht Pile and Thrift (0 
????) call  open-ended cosmologies.  The recent 
growth of  writing on cyborg subjectivity suggests in 
turn that new information tecehnologies  are being 
embodied ande  intimately blended  into the  
corporeal and imaginary wrlds of human subjects, 
producing a “complex contnuum of human/machine 
fusions” (Burrows, 1996; 243) which underlines the 
dangers of asserting some  essential tecehnolgical or 
political-eceonomic causailty.    
 
Such  perspectives imply that studies of the socio-
spatial relations surrounding the current application 
and development of  ICTs need to be gogniscant to  
the braod issues  surrounding  how interceonnected 
suites of tecehnolgical systems, and ranges of 
tecehnolgical techniques,  become constructed and 
emebedde in society and space. Certainly,  it could be 
argued that the attention  needs to be much boader 
than the often rather limited current focus on  the 
diverese  cntsruction of subjectivities on the Internet 
or  ???  ().   In the light of this I would argue  that four 
inter-connected tecehnolgical trends are emerging, at 
the macro-leveol, to suport the blurring of practices of 
electronic surveillance and simulation within 
ditanciated tecehnological systems.   
 
First, advanced telecommunicatiosn networks 
increasingly  supports the interlinkage of  widening 
arrays of terminal equipment across geographical 
space into digital, multi-media ʻtelematicsʼ networks,  
able to deal with flows of  digital data, sound, voice 
and (increasingly) still and moving images.     
 
Second, advances in computing technology mean that 
the powers of  digital technological systems for 
processing, manipulating, transmitting,  and storing 
data are increasing  extremely rapidly. This means 
that  systems supporting new orders of magnitude of 
automated data capture, monitoring and surveillance 
can be directly constructed to try and match vastly 
complex systems of social and economic behaviour  
across material spaces.    
 
Third, computers, in turn,  are moving  from being 
essentially ʻdata crunchingʼ devices, to become 
sophisticated visualisation and simulation 
devices, as in the case of new generation 
Geographical Information Systems (GISs), digital 
mapping,  and Virtual Reality (VR) techniques, 
where subjects are sensorily immersed in 
simulated environemnts through ʻreal timeʼ 
cybernetic monitoring and feedback (see Lister, 
1995; Druckrey, 1994a).   “The transition from 
solid models to digitally generated images has 
gone to completion in an astonishingly short 
time”  (Stone, 1994; 7) .   Computerised simulation 
and modelling systems  now allow the vast 
quantities of data captured by automated 
surveillance systems to be fed directly into 
dynamic facsimiles  of  the time-space “reality” of  
geographic territories (neighbourhoods, cities, 
regions, nations etc), which can then, in turn, be 
fed into support  new types of  social prcatices, 
organisational change, and  urban and regional 
restructuring.  
 
The final element of the technological ensembles 
of surveiallnt-simulation provides the  
geographical  foundations for the  fine-grained 
monitoring of the time-space dynamics of 
geographic spaces. This  has been provided by 
rapid advances in geo-referencing technologies, 
such as satellite remote sensing, the global web 
of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) satellites, 
and digital telecommunications.  GPS satellites 
can triangulate geographical locations, anywhere 
on the planet, down to 1 metre resolution levels. 
Together, these technologies  allow locations and 
patterns of flow  to be precisely defined, 
surveilled, and virtually simulated,  against a  
global geometry of  precise, digital, time-space 
coordinates (Abler, 1993).  
 
GISʼs, in particular,  underpin the spatialisation of 
surveillant simulation, allowing simulations and 
models to begin to track  and control the time-
space complexities of urban life. Within GISs, 
vast, superimposed systems of spatially (and 
often temporally) referenced data are integrating 
together, visualised and, increasingly, linked 
electronically both backwards into automated 
data capture systems (point of sale information, 
transaction tracking, CCTV imaging, road 
transport informatics tracking, home telematics 
and smart meter consumption tracking, electronic 
tagging tracks etc),  and forwards into business 
and organisational decision making (so-called 
ʻbusiness process re-engineeringʼ strategies - 
Coulson-Thomas, 1994).  
 
Data surveillance techniques of unprcedented power 
and scope can now  become spatially visualised and 
operationalised through sophisticated GIS and, 
increasingly, Virtual Reality (VR) and computer 
monitoring technologies. Their development is fuelled 
by massive research and development as 
Geographers, surveyors, and cartographers attempt 
to perfect the apparatus for ʻcybercartographyʼ, 
ʻcybergeographyʼ and ever-more ʻrealisticʼ 
geographical simulations (Openshaw, 1994; Pile, 
1994; 1818). New techniques which blend remotely-
sensed data with digital maps and 3-dimensional 
virtual simulations further strengthen the connections 
between surveillance and simulation.   
 
Ultimately,  technological enthusiasts  and utopianists 
predict  the collapse of disctinctions between 
electronic surbveillance and simulation as facsimile 
wrld sbecome indistinguishable from ʻrealʼ ones. Here, 
fully immersive, real-time, virtual simulations are 
predicted that are so intimately connected to 
surveillance systems that they can be taken  to be 
ʻmirror worldsʼ,  “software worlds in a box”  
(Gelerntner, 1991),  ʻIntelligent environmentsʼ or 
ʻvirtual urban spacesʼ (Droege, 1997).  Gelerntner 
(1991) predicted that  software constructions , linked 
to a range of real-time surveillance inputs, would 
become such life-like metaphors for the “real” world 
that they were taken for “software models of some 
chunk of reality, some piece of the real world going on 
outside your window”. In such ʻMirror Worldsʼ,  he 
writes, “oceans of information pour  endlessly into the 
model (through a vast maze of software pipes and 
hoses); so much information that ʻthe modelʼ can 
mimic the ʻrealityʼsʼ every move, moment-by-moment” 
(ibid, p3).   Indeed, it is widely argued that, with 
current advances in GIS and virtual reality systems, 
simulated facsimiles will, it is argued,  become more 
and more like the ʻrealʼ world. Jacobsen (1994; 37), 
for example,   believes that “the addition of virtual 
worlds to GIS will result in  a hybrid technology, the 
living map, that enables users to naturally experience 
geospatial information and the world this information 
represents”.  
 
Theoriisng Surveillant-Simulation 
 
But hw might we theorise the interconnectiosn 
between surveilalnce and simulation ? Considerable 
progerss has been made here by  William Bogard in 
his recent (1996) book,  The Simulation of 
Surveillance.  Bogardʼs work  is useful  because it 
takes an holistic perspective of the complex  
interactions  between  surveillance and simulation that 
emerge with pervasive computerisation and the 
digitisation of grwoing swathes of information. “It is 
simulation”, writes Bogard (pp 9), “that is the key to 
explaining g the direction that surveillance societies 
are taking today, a movement that is more about the 
perfection and totalization of existing surveillance 
technologies than some kind of radical break in their 
historical development” (ibid, 9).   
 
Bogard suggests that contemporary western societies 
are becoming  “telematics societies” defined as 
“societies that aim to solve the problem of perceptual 
control at a distance through technologies for cutting 
the time transmission of information to zero” (Bogard, 
1996; 9).  To Bogard, the pervasive application of 
digital computing and media technologies, linked 
through telecommunications networks into telematics 
systems, is greatly extending and magnifying  the first 
ʻcontrol revolution,ʼ that  emerged in the nineteenth 
century,  with the  initial development of  modern, 
paper-based, bureaucratic systems in all western 
institutions (Bogard, 1996; 2; see Beniger, 1986).  
 
Bogard suggests that the contemporary restructuring 
of advanced capitalist society is interwoven with the  
widespraed application of military-standard 
computerised simulation technologies and command-
control-communications webs.  Echoing wider 
ʻsurveillant societyʼ critiques (), he suggests that 
emerging webs of surveillance tecehnologies  tend to 
be  woven closely within broader  global political 
economic shift s which, minimally, tend to operate to  
privilege large, corporate interests over others ;  to  
minimise the barriers to corporate investment freedom 
and capital flow ;  to support the privatisation and/or 
liberalisation of public services, infrastructures and 
institutions ;  to underpin the commodification of both 
the spaces of cities and the spaces of information ;  to 
accelerate the speed of flows and representations ;  
and to  support the emergence of a global capitalist 
society, founded on dense webs of digitally 
interconnected control systems (Hewson, 1994; Der 
Derian, 1990; Tuathail and Luke, 1994; Schiller, 
1996).  Whilst there is much resistant 
experimnenbttaion with the new technologies, as the 
Critical art Ensemble suggest, “by far the mst 
signficant use of electroni appartus is to keep orde, to 
replicate dominnat pancapitalist ideology, and to 
develop new markets” Critical rt Ensemble, 1995; 1) 
 
 
To Bogard,  broad technological systems are 
incarseingly being constructed which are both 
surveillant and simulating at the same time.  Such 
trends now mean that  GISʼs are increasingly being 
integrated with surveillance systems into a broad raft 
of other telematics technologies (home and transport 
telematics, virtual reality, image databases, analogue 
and digital Closed Circuit TV, DNA and biometric  
scanning etc). Such integrated surveillance and 
simulation systems herald the emergence of  
'hypercontrol' technologies designed to “push 
surveillance technologies to their absolute limit,” and 
“to see everything capable of being seen, recording 
every fact capable of being recorded” (ibid, 1996; 4). 
Ever-more extebsive and powerful systems of  data 
surveillance and capture  becomes spatially visualised 
and operationalised through sophisticated GIS and, 
increasingly, Virtual Reality and computer monitoring 
technologies. They provide multiple webs of vastly 
more capable, and speedy  control systems which, 
Bogard argues,  are actually less visible than the 
bureaucratic paper-based systems theyʼre replacing 
(ibid 1996; 3), to underpin systems of “surveillant 
simulation”.   
 
Bogardʼs central argument is that surveillance 
systems can now provide the data inputs necessary 
to develop electronic simulations of “reality” to 
powerful organisations (the state and large firms). 
Such is the scale of the data that is continuously 
captured by these webs of surveillance, that the 
electronic signs and symbols that are  continuously 
provided can  be  (re)constructed, into real-time, or 
near real time, virtual simulations of “reality” which are 
then taken to be  “reality” dy dominnat instiutions.  
People, their lives, identities, households, 
communities, neighbourhoods and travel patterns, 
can be effectivelt reduced to  their electronic 
signatures and represnettaions  within  powerful  and 
cybernetic  technological systems. “The electronic 
signs/images of objects and events are taken for their 
“real” counterparts” (ibid 1996;3).  The point “where 
the imaginary and real coincide”  becomes so blurred 
that “the gap between virtual control and actual 
control disappears” (ibid, 1996; 9).  As  Paul Virilio 
(1993; ) has argued “ ʻImagesʼ win over the ʻthingsʼ 
they are said to represent”.  Aggregated captured 
date then supports computerised viualistaion and 
sumilation, allowing dynamic facsimiles of socio-
economic systems and metrial geographies to be 
dynmically constructed. Thus, Yurick suggests, “whole 
nations, their economies, their peoples, their 
resources, their land, can be simulated and displayed 
as some electronic input/output device” (Yurick, 1985; 
3).    
 
Many good illustrations  of surveillant simulation come 
from the original source of most  of the tecehnologcal 
innovations involved - the  military sphere  (Hillis 
1996). Here, as Kevin Robins (1996; 55)  puts it, 
“surveillance and simulation feed off each other. And 
surveillance and simulation technologies together 
feed in to the control of a new generation of “smart”, 
vision-guided strike weapons.” Thus, the first 
generation of  Tomahawk cruise missiles carried 
internal  programmes with digital simulations of the 
terrain they were to follow, to allow targets 
identification, generated by intense surveillance of 
sophisticated military satellites.  Current versions of 
the missile have been up-graded to  use the even 
more accurate Global Positioning System (GPS) 
satellites which allow  global tracking and target 
acquisition to a level of one metre.  Also power of 
mistakes in chain from surveiallnce to suim eg USS 
Vincennes destruction of Irainain Airbus in 1988 1with 
290 deaths ebcause the auromated AEGIS traking 
system recognised the redare signature, linked to 
computerused simuations,  as an attacing Iranian 
fighre (Der Derian, 1994; 194). 
 
But similar processes of surveillant-simulation, I would 
argue, incaresifnly  characterise  the operations of 
many large organisations  in  civil  society, the state,  
and  the private sector,  as military-standard 
simulation and surveiallnce webs are translated to 
civil markets.   It is to these I wnat to turn to in the 
next part of the paper by looking in detai at foyr 
examples : cybernetic consumption and home 
teleservices,   digital CCTV and electronic tagging and  
tracking, Road Transport Informatics (RTI), and 
ʻsmartʼ utility metering. 
 
Cybernetic Consumption, Surveillant Simulation  
and Home Teleservices 
 
surv “imposes a norm, disciplining its subjects to 
participate in filling in forms, gicing social 
security numbers, or using credit cards. But it 
also helps to constitute complementary seves for 
those  sujcets, the sum, as it were, of their 
transactions. New individuals are crated who bear 
the sma enames but who are digitally shorn of 
their human amabiguities and whose 
peresonalitoes and built artifixially from 
mmatched data. Aretificial they may be, but thee 
compuyter ʻselvesʼ have  apart to play in 
detem,ining the life-chances of their human 
namesakes””  Lyon 199471 
 
Sawchuck in Baud book 
 
“”targetde incentive marketing” 110”autmatically 
tabulate what uou buy, and waht you cash in, 
thereby rewarding consumers for their 
consumption, and encouraging consumption in 
their retail outlets”. the cards also tabulate 
ifnormation on customers and provide a broad 
demegraphic base to be used for the creation of 
new promotional schemes” 110  
 
thus “if mrs Smith buys a certain amount of 
groceries and the system knows from her 
purchases that she has two kids, the system 
should her with child-related benefits. Those 
kinds of relationshsip s are going to drive 
incaresingly loyal, full-lmargin purchases” (Smith 
, 1990; 20-2; quoted in Sawchicuk future 
techniques will :e,inita eactive “rseponess” that 
depend on the complicity of subjects through 
systems of passive monitoring [...]. Corporations 
imagine seteing up intercative devices that 
connect the home to th etelevisison t instigating 
and monitoing of purchasng behaviour ina  cycle 
of consumptpn and surveiallnce” 110 
 
add shift from money to dogital signifier Thrift 
and Leyshon 
 
as part of freedom of virtual body we have digital 
persona 
 
“with the virtual body came its fascist sibling, the 
data-body -  amuch more highly developedd 
virtual form,and one that exists in complete 
service to the corporate an dpolice state”. The 
date body is a total collacetion of files cnnectde 
to an individual [...} the frigheteining thing about 
the data body is that it is the center of the 
individualʼs social being. It tells the memeber of 
oficialdomn what  our cultural identities and role 
aer”” CAE 1995 for repression and marketong 
 
make misrtakes !! 
 
“information and surveillance systems are made 
even more danagerous by their fallibility. 
Accidenets like incorrect data entries and 
malfunctions can alter reality and produce non-
exietnt identities or switch existing ones, even 
deleting people from the annals of the living and 
resurrecting the dead” Olaquiaga 15 
 
“the carefuly segemnted consumer grups who 
are the tatgert of these practices are a data 
source scanned with infrared light, supplying 
sttaistics for the marketing machine, more 
andmore integarted with the global political 
eceonomy” (Sawchuck, m1994; 107) 
 
Our first case centres on the emerging linkages, in the 
consumption sphere, of  GIS and telematics 
applications in retailing and home teleservices  
(interactive cable TV, phone, video on demand etc)  
into surveillant simulation systems. There are three 
levels to consider here: locational decision making 
and investment targeting ; combing physical and 
electronic service infrastructures ; and the use of new, 
telematics-based consumption systems as automated 
surveillance networks. 
 
First, in locational decision making and 
investment targeting, retailers and banks are 
increasingly integrating GIS and geo-
demographic targeting systems into store 
investment and disinvestment decisions (Goss, 
1995).  A growing industry exists supporting the 
sophisticated  geodemograpic profiling of census 
tracts and households   (Batey and Brown, 1995) 
with the now familiar litany of clusters - “affluent 
achievers”, “urban venturers” “have nots”  etc - 
which are precisely mapped onto urban spaces, 
to aid locational decision making, direct 
marketing and customer targeting. Such 
consumer profiling information is  also valuable 
in its own right as a commodity to be traded 
within the burgeoning  ʻnetwork marketplaceʼ to 
information agencies and commercial firms. 
Some of the fastest-growing companies are in 
these parts of the ʻinformation businessʼ (Roszak, 
1994). The largest private ʻinformation bureausʼ in 
the USA, for example - TRW, Equifax and Trans 
Union - make large profits by maintaining detailed 
birth, family, address, telephone number, social 
security and salary history, credit and 
transactions, mortgage, bankruptcy, tax and legal 
records of US citizens (Eder, 1994), in effect,  
intimate, spatially-referenced, surveillant 
simulations of the whole of US society.  
 
Here the city itself becomes a surveillant 
simulation, a fine-grained dynamic map of 
consumption and spending potential, as the large 
geodemographic bureaus  now attempt to capture 
more and more direct consumption information, 
into GIS-based  ʻdata warehouses,ʼ  from store 
credit cards, credit bureaus, direct marketing 
campaigns, Internet responses and the like. Goss 
(1995) outlines how such GIS-based systems 
become transformed from  partial representations 
and simulations of reality, to effectively operate 
as reality itself,  the basis for  precise locational 
decision making and profit-driven targeting within 
large retailers : 
“the GDIS (Geodemograpic Information Systems) is 
literally represented as a  construction, a “built 
environment” consistent, of course, with the 
architectonic metaphors so pervasive in the discourse 
on information technology. This architectonic 
metaphor effectively gives substance to a  language, 
reifying the binary code that represents information as 
an alternate world, literally a data “structure” [...]  The 
abstract data structure is then anchored to a direct 
representation of reality, which leads to the conceit 
that the world of the GDIS is itself another reality {...}. 
Here is the perfect edifice for strategy, an ironic 
doubling of the interiority-exteriority relationship. A 
representation of the “exteriority” of the world is 
interiorized on the computer. The world of the “other” 
and its identity have been captured and contained on 
a spatial grid by the machine technology, where it can 
be systematically observed and manipulated,  by the 
strategy and power on the other side of the 
screen”(Goss, 1995; 143-4) 
 
The strategies which result from the use of such 
surveillant simulations, more often than not, 
involve the  withdrawal of banks and retail outlets 
from poorer areas, and the careful ʻcherry 
pickingʼ of the best locations from the socio-
spatial matrix of the city (Graham and Marvin, 
1996).  In the UK, for example,  the main retail 
banks have used GIS techniques to  select the 
least profitable branches as part of their 
withdrawal of 25% bank branches since 1979 (see 
Leyshon, and Thrift, 1995). In the United States,  
advanced trends towards the ʻcherry pickingʼ of 
lucrative markets and  the ʻsocial dumpingʼ of 
marginal consumers  have been noted by Susan 
Christopherson (1992). As US banks have 
restructured to address profit crises, they have  
attempted to “withdraw or increase revenue from 
routine transactions-intensive markets and focus 
on markets with the potential for higher value-
added transactions. As banks have established 
minimum account balances and imposed fees on 
small accounts, increasing numbers of people, 
especially in poor neighbourhoods and 
communities, have had to forego basic banking 
services such as current accounts” 
(Christopherson, 1992;28).   
Similar trends can  also be discerned in food 
shopping (Christopherson, 1992). Wider spatial 
shifts in shopping towards out-of-town centres 
reliant on customers having access to cars 
exacerbate this growing social unevenness in 
access to basic services.  In the USA, careful 
locational decision-making ensures that new out 
of town superstores are located as close as 
possible to the  peri-urban zones  of maximum 
market potential. Bloomingdaleʼs and Nordstrom, 
for example, use GIS techniques   to  “look for 
sites with a 10-15 mile radius that contains at 
least 10,000 households with an average income 
of $60,000, or for smaller concentrations of high-
income households” (Christopherson, 1992; 282). 
In the UK,  mean while, 10,000 small local shops  
closed between 1954 and 1994 whilst 750 
superstores were opened in  carefully selected 
locations  with the highest  market potential 
(Vidal, 1994).  
Second, we need to consider the ways in which the 
locational restructuring of service networks in cities  
now operates in parallel with highly uneven social and 
spatial access to tele-based services in ʻelectronic 
spaceʼ. More affluent social groups are likely to live 
near to retail outlets, have high levels  of mobility, and 
be increasingly saturated with access home banking 
and shopping services. But the likelihood is that more 
marginal communities will face the withdrawal of their 
financial and retailing infrastructure, whilst also being 
excluded from the new electronic consumption 
systems, for reasons of cost, access or skill (see 
Graham and Marvin, 1996).  The growth of the British 
First Direct phone-banking service, for example,  has 
been restricted to people earning over £15-20,000 per 
year, whilst the  wider removal  of physical  Midland 
bank branches, with which it has been directly 
associated, has largely been  from disadvantaged 
inner city areas.  A recent survey in Birmingham, 
England, found that  trends toward the closure of 
banks in poorer areas of the city had left 5 of the 39 
city wards without any banks and 6 with only one 
(Leyshon, 1994). 
 
Finally, we need to consider the possible broader role 
of surveillant simulation systems in mediating  access 
to increasingly cybernetic, tele-based   consumption 
services, as technological trends shift  toward a , 
consumption driven, ʻinformation superhighwayʼ  
(Mowshowvitz, 1996). As shifts towards home-based 
consumption based on telephone, cable and 
broadband home networks, combine with the growing 
use of electronic cash (credit cards, smart cards and 
ʻcyber cashʼ on the Internet),   home-based shopping, 
banking and consumption systems are emerging 
which precisely monitor, in real time, the consumption 
patterns of households. The much-vaunted 
experiments in interactive, broadband home 
telematics, such as the Time Warner interactive TV 
system at Maitland, Florida,  are experimental 
precursors to the much wider roll-out of highly capable 
home media and consumption systems, which are 
intrinsically based on building up surveillant 
simulations of consumersʼ  behaviour (Burstein and 
Kline, 1995).  
 
Rather than relying indirectly on aggregated or 
individual consumption data from the census and 
credit and information bureaus, these systems 
actually build up their own surveillant simulations of 
actual individual behaviours, in real-time. Robins and 
Hepworth write that, "it is the nature of interactive 
telematics as process and control technologies that 
electronic transactions (television viewing, 
teleshopping, remote working) must necessarily be 
recorded. The system is inherently  one of 
surveillance and monitoring "  (Robins and 
Hepworth, 1988; 169, emphasis added).   Wilson  
suggests that the extension of such systems means 
that we are entering a new “era of cybernetic” 
consumerism by integrating  domestic, home-based  
and electronic/ cash-free retailing  and credit systems, 
with  logistics systems such as Just-in-Time (JIT),  
and with the information gained from junk-mail 
response. This leads inexorably to an extremely 
efficient  "cycle of production and consumption, since 
every consumptive activity will generate information 
pertinent to the modification of future production"  
(Wilson., 1986; 26).  
 
In the guise of supporting ʻfreedom of choiceʼ, 
individuals linked into such systems themselves 
engage in generating “Transactionally Generated 
Information (TGI)”, so building up their own “digital 
personas” - surveillant simulations for corporate use 
(Crawford, 1994). Such information is then used for 
various forms of exogenous social control: to track 
real time consumption habits, preferences, and 
practices ;  to identify poor credit risk individuals, 
households and areas;  to individually target  and 
deliver direct marketing campaigns ; and to build up 
commodified information packages for reselling within 
the information marketplace (Crawford, 1994; 
Mowshowvitz, 1996).  
 
The supposedly imminent onset of the 'smartʼ or 
ʻelectronic home' -  a household where all domestic 
technologies become integrated via telematics, into a 
multi-function household communications system, that 
is also linked with outside networks - also needs to be 
viewed as part of the trend towards self-constructed, 
home-based, surveillant simulation.   Such systems 
will inevitably have to embody new degrees of 
automated, real time surveillance, in order to function 
at all. Catherine Richards, for example, dreams of “an 
environment where computers have become 
completely absorbed into domestic space. Where the 
inhabitant is tracked by invisible sensors. So itʼs like 
you come home from work and the system reads the 
chemicals youʼre giving off and knows you've had a  
bad day. It programs the TV to put on a  soothing CD-
ROM and tells the fridge to fix you a drink” (quoted in 
Beard, 1994). 
 
In the longer term, home consumption systems seem 
likley to develop Virtual Reality (VR) applications, 
accessed via interactive, broadband home networks.  
VR, with its simulated ʻenvironmentsʼ constructed 
through software, its constructed human actors 
strapped into gloves, masks and exoskeletal devices, 
is perhaps the purest example of surveillant 
simulation.  Total  psychological immersion means 
that every aspect of VR derives its functionality from 
visual simulation, integrated closely with real-time 
surveillance and cybernetic feedback loops, which  
link movement and thought to changes in the software 
simulation (Druckrey, 1994).  But, in reality, given the 
huge corporate resources now being devoted to them,  
such virtual environments seem likely to be defined 
largely  for commercial ends. “As the system of 
technology expands to dominate the regulation of the 
external world”, suggests Tim Druckrey (1994; 9), “it 
also contracts and increasingly penetrates the internal 
world. The body is unquestionably the next frontier - 
the body, and then cognition”. 
The construction of VR-based consumption spaces 
will intensify trends  towards real-time surveillant 
simulation, and network arrangements tailored 
towards the needs of more affluent consumers, based 
on telematics networks. Most such spaces seem likely 
to be based on simulations which group together 
consumer telematics services based on analogies of 
idealised cities or malls. They are likely to develop as 
3D versions of the ʻweb citiesʼ now common on the 
world wide web (see Figure 1).  Sheth and Sisodia 
(1993), for example,  predict the development of 
'information malls' - whole ʻvirtualʼ  service spaces 
accessed from the home. These, they argue: 
 "will truly become  one-stop nonstop service 
providers. They will be able to handle voice mail, 
storing and forwarding voice messages worldwide. 
They will allow for customised newspapers culled 
from information sources around the world and 
updates on a real-time basis. They will fuel the 
growing trend towards work-at-home. They will permit 
home consultation with a variety of professional 
service providers, from physician to lawyers to 
educators. They will permit on-demand, node-to-node 
or one-to-many videoconferencing" (Sheth and 
Sisodia,1993;382). 
According to this argument, such 'Information malls'  
will   emerge as sophisticated electronic spaces, 
accessible via home telematics. They will use video 
and 'virtual reality' technologies to  construct elaborate 
surveillant simulations which offer the  tangible  sense 
of purchasing products,  accessing services, 
experiencing education, undertaking transactions, 
communicating, and obtaining information from within 
the household - as though in a real 'place'. Tompkins 
suggests that VR teleshopping will  allow people to 
“transport themselves into the stores of their choice. 
They will roam the virtual aisles, examining virtual 
goods and quizzing virtual sales assistants for more 
information if required” (Tompkins, 1994). "An 
important part of an information mall's identity will”,  to 
Sheth and Sisodia, 1993; 381) in fact, be that of a 
virtual shopping mall; to the extent that such virtuality 
can effectively substitute for the 'real thing', 
information malls will supplant shopping malls" (Sheth 
and Sisodia, 381).  So electronically constructed 
consumption spaces, too, along with electronic cash 
systems, will emerge as giant, personalised, 
surveillant simulations, allowing the most intimate 
consumption habits and preferences of individuals to 
be recorded, logged,  constructed into GIS-based 
visualisations, and fed back into corporate decision 
making, direct marketing and the reselling of 
information goods within the ʻnetwork marketplaceʼ  
(Goss, 1995). 
Such developments raise interesting questions about 
the ways in which electronic spaces  may be  subject 
to new patterns of surveillant simulation, as 
corporations attempts to ʻpackageʼ them for the 
purposes of electronic consumption, in much the 
same way that heritage and consumption spaces in 
cities become increasingly shaped as simulations 
(Sorkin, 1992; Boyer, 1994).  Access to VR spaces 
will become woven into, and designed in relationship 
with, the development of new consumer and  leisure 
spaces in cities.  According to Fred Dewey, such 
trends represent a blurring of the distinction between 
electronic spaces and urban places, as both succumb 
to commodification, simulation and packaging for  
individualised consumption. He  argues that in urban 
consumer spaces: 
“we are already very much inside a ʻvirtualʼ 
environment, and what's really being impoverished is 
the world of real experience, and people interacting 
with each other {...}. Whatʼs developing now is an 
entirely new form of controlled environment. We find 
malls, theme parks and themed environments. These 
provide safe, secure environments where people can 
interact. It looks very much like public life, but in fact 
really isnʼt, because the environments are owned and 
controlled and heavily regulated by, generally, large 
global corporations [...]. Everyone expects that the 
virtual world is not going to have these kinds of 
parameters and controls. This is extremely unrealistic” 
(Dewey, 1994; Quoted in Channel 4, 5-6) 
A more prosaic example of the ways in which home 
telematics support real-time surveillant simulation is 
provided by  the emerging generation of video-on-
demand technologies (or ʻVODʼ), which allow 
consumers to ʻorderʼ selected videos for personal 
transmission down phone or cable lines to their 
homes. These produce a continuous stream of 
information for a cable or telecommunications 
company, about the detailed media and consumption 
preferences of individual households. For example, 
the telecommunications company, Bell Atlantic, are 
developing a computer system linked to VOD which 
will “monitor the movies that a person orders and then 
suggest others with the same actors of theme” .  The 
system would also “enable advertisers to send 
commercials directly to customers known to have 
bought particular kinds of merchandise. Thus, people 
who bought camping equipment from a video 
catalogue might start seeing commercials for outdoor 
clothing” (Andrews, 1994).   
 
-- 
Our second case centres on the emerging linkages, in 
the consumption sphere, between  telematics 
applications in retailing and home teleservices  
(interactive cable TV, phone, video on demand etc),  
into surveillant-simulation systems.  Here we need to 
consider the possible broader role of surveillant-
simulation systems in mediating  access to 
increasingly cybernetic, tele-based   consumption 
services, as technological trends  seem likely to shift 
inexorably toward a consumption driven, ʻinformation 
superhighwayʼ dominated by very large media and 
consumption corporations (Mowshowvitz, 1996). As 
trends towards home-based consumption based on 
telephone,  the Internet, cable and broadband home 
networks, combine with the growing use of electronic 
cash (credit cards, smart cards and ʻcyber cashʼ on 
the Internet),   home-based shopping, banking and 
consumption systems are emerging which precisely 
monitor, in real time, the consumption patterns of 
households. The much-vaunted experiments in 
interactive, broadband home telematics, such as the 
Time Warner interactive TV system at Maitland, 
Florida,  are experimental precursors to the much 
wider roll-out of highly capable home media and 
consumption systems, which are intrinsically based 
on building up surveillant simulations of consumersʼ  
behaviour (Burstein and Kline, 1995).  
 
Rather than relying indirectly on aggregated or 
individual consumption data from the census and 
credit and information bureaus, as has been the 
practice in the post war period (Pickles, 1995), these 
systems actually build up their own surveillant 
simulations of actual individual behaviours, in real-
time. Robins and Hepworth note that, "it is the nature 
of interactive telematics as process and control 
technologies that electronic transactions (television 
viewing, teleshopping, remote working) must 
necessarily be recorded. The system is inherently  
one of surveillance and monitoring "  (Robins and 
Hepworth, 1988; 169, emphasis added).   Wilson  
suggests that the extension of such systems means 
that we are entering a new “era of cybernetic” 
consumerism by integrating  domestic, home-based  
and electronic/ cash-free retailing  and credit systems, 
with  logistics systems such as JIT,  and with the 
information gained from junk-mail and on-line 
response. This leads inexorably to an extremely 
efficient  "cycle of production and consumption, since 
every consumptive activity will generate information 
pertinent to the modification of future production"  
(Wilson., 1986; 26).  
 
In the guise of supporting ʻfreedom of choiceʼ, 
individuals linked into such systems themselves 
engage in generating ʻTransactionally Generated 
Information (TGI)ʼ, so building up their own “digital 
personas” - surveillant simulations for corporate use 
(Crawford, 1996).  This raises questions about how  
self-generated surveillant simulations, built up 
covertly, and geared  to the needs of large 
corporations, are also involved in the construction and 
control of subjectivities and identities. Who, in other 
words, owns oneʼs digital persona, the subject, the 
data bureau, or the  Transnational Corporation ? And 
what are  virtual geographies,  surrounding the data 
flows, through which these surveillant simulations are  
continually constructed, up-dated, and refined ?   
Allucquère Rosanne Stone writes that: 
 “out of the a snail track of our passage through a 
world of myriad simultaneous opportunities for 
consumption, [providing corporations] build their own 
images of who we are, freed from the constraints of 
lineraity of sense. Our doppelgangers are already free 
of the tyranny of localized subjectivity; they follow the 
geodesics of capital and of ideal citizenship. Itʼs 
ourselves that havenʼt yet caught up”  (1994; 7).  
 
It is clear that the virtual geographies surrounding 
Transactionally Generated Information can have very 
real impacts on the material geographies of 
opportunity, constraint, and restructuring. TGI is 
usually used for various forms of exogenous social 
control by credit bureaus and consumer service 
organisations undertaking restructuring based on so-
called ʻData Warehousingʼ. TGI allows firms to track 
real time consumption habits, preferences, and 
practices ;  to identify poor credit risk individuals, 
households and areas ;  to individually target  and 
deliver direct marketing campaigns ; and to build up 
commodified information packages for reselling within 
the lucrative ʻinformation marketplaceʼ (Crawford, 
1996; Mowshowvitz, 1996).   
 
Three  examples help to demonstrate  the virtual 
geographies and surveillant simulations  surrounding 
on-line consumer monitoring.  The first is the 
apparently humble case of  the supermarket customer 
loyalty card, which is currently  a key route to 
personalised surveillance and cybernetic customer 
targeting in the UK and US food retailing industry.  
Whilst giving users access to discounts and free 
goods such cards provide the technological 
infrastructure for mass, continuous surveillant-
simulation of customers by corporations, when firms 
had to rely on crude estimates previously.  Each time 
a customer with a loyalty card buys goods, their card 
is ʻswipedʼ through the Electronic Point of Saleʼ 
(EPoS) terminal at the checkout. This allows an 
individual profile of consumption habits to be built up 
over time, which can then be aggregated to provide a 
real-time simulation of throughput through all stores. 
In turn, this can feed into ordering, logistics, storage 
and supply chain management.  It also provides the 
raw material for ʻmass customisationʼ and direct 
marketing. Massey (1996; 26) suggests that UK 
“retailers  like Safeway and Tesco can now build 
detailed pictures of spending patters based on data 
gleaned from loyalty card /swipes.  Eventually 
retailers will be able to target customers with offers 
specific to them - potentially setting special price 
details accessed by individuals using self-scanners”. 
 
The second  example, which hints further at the 
complex geographies, and subtle processes of 
inclusion and exclusion, that surround on-line 
consumer systems,  comes from the integration of  
computer and telephone  systems (known as ʻCTIʼ)  in 
customer telesales centres. Such centres are now 
used by major retailers, banks, insurance companies, 
transport firms,  airlines and utilities. Telesale centres   
service regional, national, and even national markets 
from a single, technologically advanced, node, 
through the use of free or local call phone tariffs, 
linked into corporate telematics networks. By 
automatically surveilling the source of  incoming 
telephone calls,  through a system known as  ʻCall 
Line Identificationʼ (CLI),  and linking this number into 
customer databases, such systems now allow  callers 
to be sifted according to how ʻgoodʼ a customer they 
are.  In effect, the surveillance of the caller is 
automatically linked to a simulation of all known 
customers, to allow customers to be treated 
differentially. Thus, UK utilities are already able to 
answer the calls of ʻgood customersʼ (ie those that 
have paid their bills promptly) before ʻbad customersʼ 
(those with a history of default who are queued), 
without either being aware that their prompt or slow 
service is directly shaped by automated surveillance 
systems, linked to computerised databases.  Such 
work processes, of course, also  allow for intimate 
real-time work place surveillance, Managers can 
assess  each individual workerʼs response rates and 
productivity levels and can secretly switch between  
telesales staff,  listening  in  on calls. 
 
The final example, that of video-on-demand 
technologies (or ʻVODʼ), is a much-vaunted system 
that allows consumers to ʻorderʼ selected videos and 
media products  for personal transmission down 
phone or cable lines to their homes.  Many VOD trials 
are currently in progress, with the hope that it will 
herald truly tailored and individual media 
consumption. But VOD systems also produce a 
continuous stream of information for a cable or 
telecommunications company, about the detailed 
media and consumption preferences of individual 
households. For example, the telecommunications 
company, Bell Atlantic, are developing a computer 
system linked to VOD which will “monitor the movies 
that a person orders and then suggest others with the 
same actors of theme” .  The system would also 
“enable advertisers to send commercials directly to 
customers known to have bought particular kinds of 
merchandise. Thus, people who bought camping 
equipment from a video catalogue might start seeing 
commercials for outdoor clothing” (Andrews, 1994). In 
a  similar way, “real-time residential  power line 
surveillance” (RRPLS)  will use normal electricity 
wires and IT-based utility meters to build up  
unprecedentedy detailed profiles of the electricity use 
of households (Crawford, 1996).  Such is the 
sophistication of the technology that it can “infer that 
two people shared a shower by noting the unusually 
heavy load on the electric water heater and that two 
uses of the hair dryer followed” (Crawford, 1996; 57).  
 
Surveillant Simulation as Social Control:  
CCTV, Tagging and  Tracking  
 
Ontario Mtero Toronto approved fingersacn all 
welfare recipients 1996 led by large 
corporationsbiometric idenetification to combat 
welfare fraud digitises it  
 
plua blakanaization of urban politics BIDS TCM 
partensrhips etec 
“the problems of drugs, homelssness, or secrurirt 
are wongly teated as boundary maintannce 
issues, where in fact they ermet the eitire city” 
Boyer 1996; 25 
Nottingham 109k on 4 camera ssytem to keep 
permanet watch on “unruly rtenants” Drudy CCTv 
tiday  
 
“operators selecetivelt tagete those social grups 
they beleive most likely to be deviant. This leads 
to an over-reperesntation of men, partaiculalrly if 
they are young or blacl” 85 [...] driunks, beggarsd, 
the homelss, steet tarders were all subject to 
intensive targeted surceiallnec” 87 “anyone who 
cdirectly hallenged, by geture or deed, the right of 
the cameras to monitor them were especially 
subject to tagretting” 87 
 
deplyment rare venet and “the key panoptic 
element, the certianty of a disclinary response to 
deviancy, was absent” 88 
 
Norris et al 199 control rroms ridden with racism 
and sexism , certian types of young peope 
tatgertted  with socially constructed suscpison 
and scrutinised, followed ad harassed as as 
“toerags” “scumgabs “yobs” “scrotes” 
“scrapheads” scribinh malign intenet by 
appreance youth, clothse and postuyre for 
seleceting ʻtargesʼ 22-23 espacially black  
 
or “Big Issue scum” “Homeless low-life” and 
“drug-dealing scrotes” 44 
 “ 
 
“operators must learn to treat locales as 
territories of normal apprearances and against 
this background variataion can be noticed. This 
involves utilisiing the temeporal snd patail 
varaiation in activities within a locale to judge 
what is ʻout of paceʼ or ʻout of tiemʼ “ 38 
and rule 
 
“For opertaors the normal ecelogy of an area is 
also a ʻnormatice ecologyʼ and thus people who 
donʼt belong are trated as ʻotherʼ and subject to 
treatment as suschʼ 43 
 
 
positive feedback loop of adoption and utility idea 
fueled by connection of CCTV webs to Tv webs 
 
“Having expensive camnsre assytems is sessn as 
essantial in the creation of a posistive sense of 
local identity. City centre amnagers and council 
officials might be more concerenede about the 
sense of place that CCTV can give to an area 
when the next set if sdisturbing pictures of a 
violent crime come from their twon “ Thomas 
91996) 
 
Character Resognition then Face recognition 
 
M1 camera scheme Speed Violation dtecetion 
detrerent diaplays drivers offence on neon sign 
and sends digital record to local police HQ can 
numver plate, Id vehicle, communicate with DVLA 
and police computer sna desnds a fine in mail 
 
Neurometric face recognition suystem 20 faces a 
second digitise them and match agaiant image DB 
 
Mssachusetts d licenses 
 
“in approximately 20 years time, it will be 
possible for antaional database to track the 
movements of our digital selvesʼ around the 
country. Sucjh a database could come from the 
new drivers licensese with a digital face record, 
or an indenetity card” 
 
 
Synergistic efefcts with TV, video and telephone 
Crimwatch, Crime Monthly, Police Stop ! etc feeds 
directly into production of crime dicuemntaries 
further exagerating fears of crme 
 
cameras installed for specgic puprpsoes to 
minitor ʻproblem neighbiurs etec 
 
 
“people who carry their difference around with 
them are particulalrly prne to being the subject of 
the awtchfu lens of the survailance camera” gays 
and lesbians control roms fuelede by perjudice 
see Norris report esp young men 
 
Clive Norris “CCTV in general, and automated 
monitoring via computer algorithms in paraticular, 
dramatically incaress the size of the net, ensuring 
more and more peopel are caught in the formal 
apparatus of control” in CJM 
 
 
behaviour neggelected as trivial by face to afce 
policing  “ the mesh of the dragnet of policing is 
thinned” less discretion Thmosa 
 
“the complex moral calculus of policng is 
reduced to a methetaical formula. there is no 
dicussion, no negotiation, no compassion and no 
empathy” Norris  
 
Add video stuff on surveillnace in Sth 
ScitlandCoL tracking 
 
automated searching for stolen care Ring of Steel 
 
Posisble extension to nation-aide car tracking 
through CCTV on motorways already covertly 
used 
 
BBC Sci Files 
 
Facial recog 
 
Name to any afce in UK anywhere 6000 for 
football hooligans already also anti nuclear anti 
defenece and green protestors plus travellers 
 
Central Scotland MEMEx/Textract system 
integrates all incming info continuosuly phones 
reports Db  consumer, social securutu (eher 
allowed), crime, phone bugging, audio, veideo, 
picture and data 
surveialalnce bugging visual and auditory 
reational DB aroung GIS zeroing in single home 
can build up  imulation of whole social nets, tiem 
space geogarphies allows seraching based on 
any info 
 
Cheief Contabe  
 
“what do we class as intelligemnce in my new 
system in the fore ? Everything: the whoe vast 
range of information that comes into the 
posseiion of a police force during a tewnty four 
hour peiod will go on to my corporate databse. 
Everything that every person and vehicle is 
assocayed with” quoted in Norrid and Arns 91  
visual, textual, db  but not tecehnol determ 
 
“CCTV in it s oeptaion and its effects is 
cntingenet on a host of social processes which 
shape how the tecehnology is actually used” 91 
 
 
Fyfe and Bannister 1997 book chapter “the 
fortress  impulse” “playful space” are also 
“fotified cells”  creating commdified, segrated 
enclosures where property values incarsingly 
deopebdant on ecurity  LAs and growth coalitiosn 
are “eager to ʻmage outʼ behaviour which might 
undermine the eceonomic potential of their area” 
6 “purification” 10 underlines ideal of public 
space 
 
der derian 1994 Anti terrorsit peraparstion for 
aspen and La Olympics based on intensive video 
taping all spaces, installing on video discs, and 
allowing anti-terrorist specialists to train by 
“waking through” suimulations with their eyes the 
cemars eye 193 
 
---- 
Our second example centres on the emerging links 
between  surveillant simulation technologies such as 
GIS, Closed Circuit TV (CCTV), and  cellular phone 
networks, and crime and social control  initiatives in 
cities. In these surveillant simulations, people become 
their time-space electronic trails or images, as their 
movements and behaviour are logged, tracked and, 
increasingly, mapped, using systems linking CCTV, 
computerised tracking systems, GISs, and mobile and  
fixed  phone networks.  Through wide-area systems, 
covering whole cities and urban districts, the 
behaviour of human subjects becomes aggregated 
into a detailed, time space surveillant simulation of the 
city, which offers radically new possibilities for 
tracking and social control. 
 
Because they are rapidly becoming a taken-for-
granted element of the British urban landscape 
(Graham et al, 1996), public, wide-area Closed Circuit 
Television  (CCTV) camera systems in the UK are an 
especially good example of surveillant simulation as 
social control.  More than 200 CCTV schemes in 
public places now exist in the UK. By November 
1994,  around 95% of local councils were claimed to 
be considering  such schemes (Davies, 1994). 
Increasingly, such systems are being seen as a new  
and cost-effective part of the  local policy  ʻtool kitʼ  for 
dealing with a range of urban problems - cutting 
crime, improving consumer and business confidence 
in town centres, and underpinning the economic 
competitiveness of urban areas in the UK.  
 
Wide area CCTV systems integrate state-of-the-art 
surveillance cameras - often with remarkable 
resolution and infra-red night time capability - via 
microwave or cable telecommunications links, into 
systems for continuously surveying towns and cities. 
Video recorders are used to record the images from 
all cameras for use in criminal prosecution and police 
investigation. Often, such systems now include 
sophisticated, computer-assisted scanning 
operations, motion-detection facilities and  zoom 
capabilities. They mean that,  in many town and  city 
centres,  the activities of a particular individual, or a 
“person of interest” in the police parlance, can now be 
tracked through  their image trails, day  or night,  in 
both  real time or retrospectively, from a  single 
control room, creating a full profile of contacts made 
and activities undertaken.  
 
Evidence is building up that , through CCTV, people 
and behaviours deemed not to ʻbelongʼ in the 
increasingly commercialised, and privately managed 
consumption spaces of British cities,  tend to 
experience especially close scrutiny. Vagrants, 
beggars, groups of young people and ethnic 
minorities can experience harassment and exclusion 
because they arenʼt seen to be lucrative enough as 
consumers (Reeve, 1996).   As Majorie Bulos 
suggests, this effort to use CCTV-based surveillant 
simulations,  to  concentrate solely on the commercial 
ʻregenerationʼ of town centres, by appealing to the 
needs  (and pockets) of  ʻpartnershipsʼ of large retail 
chains, town centre managers, insurers, and 
shopping mall operators,   may be  “contingent on the 
removal, control or displacement of groups and 
activities that have no commercial value” (Bulos, 
1995). The civil liberties group Liberty quote the 
motivation of the Wolverhampton town centre 
scheme, when the Local Consultative Committee was 
instrumental in pushing for the system, arguing that 
“large groups, usually of young single people, simply 
assemble in places that happen to catch their fancy. 
Their mere presence is a nuisance to people who 
want to use the streets and shopping centres in a  
more conventional way...”.  An explicit objective of the 
Newcastle  city centre system, meanwhile,  is the 
“early detection of gatherings likely to result in public 
disorder” ; between 1993 and 1995, 9% of the 655 
ʻincidentsʼ with which the system was used involved  
dealing with ʻbegging and vagrantsʼ and   19% 
involved ʻsuspicious youthsʼ (Centre for Research on 
Crime, Policing and the Community, 1993).  From 
these 126 ʻincidentsʼ only 9 arrests were made.   
 
But analogue CCTV systems are crude compared to 
the digital systems now emerging, which constitute 
much more sophisticated systems of surveillant 
simulation, with much greater control capabilities. 
Microcameras and digital facial recognition technology 
are developing fast, both for in-store security systems 
and wider city-centre networks, allowing  much more 
extensive, automated, digital CCTV systems to be 
built. New, digital systems are algorithmically 
programmed to scan for certain ʻunusualʼ events or 
targeted individuals,  so withdrawing opportunities for 
human discretion. Digital CCTV will  allow real time, 
time-space searching for specific events to occur as 
well as retrospective, digital searching aimed at 
correlating behaviour patterns with patterns of crime 
(Norris et al, 1996).   
Digital CCTV, moreover, looks set to roll out to cover 
an increasingly large part of urban Britain. In fact, as 
CCTV systems spread and become digital, their 
expansionary logic seems to resemble that of early 
gas, electricity and water networks, in the 19th 
century city. A wide, diverse variety of systems set out 
in a ʻpatchwork quilt, looks set, through the effects of 
economies of scope, scale and new digital techniques 
and  broadband cable, to become what one industry 
representative recently termed a ʻCCTV 
superhighwayʼ (Comfort, 1996). Current trends in UK 
cities suggest that  ubiquitous, standardised urban 
CCTV systems will eventually emerge, as systems 
that the residents of cities start to take for granted as 
a ʻutilityʼ (Graham et al 1996). 
As part of this trend, digital, algorithmic CCTV 
applications are now proliferating. British Rail stations 
now have ʻsmartʼ CCTV which warns when specific 
crowd densities are met on platforms. The City of 
London now has an “intelligent screen monitoring” 
algorithmic system for automated surveillance of its 
“Ring of Steel” anti-terrorist cordon. Here, a stationary 
vehicle triggers an alarm in the control room as dies a 
person heading down the street in the “wrong” 
direction (Norris et al, 1996). In another example, 
Sydney airport will soon introduce  facial-recognition 
system which scans automatically for known illegal 
immigrants  (Norris et al, 1996).   In a new 
experimental project, BT (the old British Telecom) is 
also working with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) and the major British retailer, Marks 
and Spencer's, on a digital image and television-
based computer system known as ʻPhotobook,ʼ to be 
installed in its stores (McKie, 1994). Real-time 
cameras, linked to image databases of convicted 
shop-lifters, will alert security staff of the arrival of the 
presence of convicted shoplifters in their stores,  
through  advanced facial-recognition software. 
Accuracy is said to be “greater than 90%” (McKie, 
1994). In the long run, BT anticipate  major new 
telecommunications markets. For example, “all 
commercial outlets in a town could be linked and an 
alarm be set off the moment a person who has been 
seen shoplifting in one store enters another” (McKie, 
1994).  When backed by digitised face prints of the 
type now being developed by the UKʼs Driver and 
Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA), the potential for a 
national face-recognition and monitoring systems in 
the UK operating through expanding CCTV seems a 
lot more than some paranoid dystopia (Davies, 1995).  
The State of  Massachusetts is already in the final 
stages  of digitising the face prints of its  face prints 
4.2 million drivers, as a means for overcoming fraud  
(Davies, 1995;  197). More prosaically, the designer of 
ʻPhotobookʼ dreams of a “front door camera that 
announces the identify of the person outside” (Griffith, 
1996). 
In the United States, the control and surveillance 
capabilities of telematics are being widely explored as  
tools for  new methods of social control in cities, that  
go-beyond simple incarceration in prisons.  By 1991, 
over 4.3 million Americans had been under 
ʻcorrectional supervisionʼ at home (Gowdy, 1994). The 
burgeoning costs of the American prison programme  
are leading to the widespread use of 'electronic 
tagging' for low-level offenders, who are free to 
maintain some semblance of daily life through 
'walking prisons" (Winckler, 1993). “Less dangerous 
offenders now are confined to the home, except to go 
to work and run errands, freeing jail space for more 
dangerous criminals” (Gowdy, 1994). Anklet 
transponders, linked to telephone modems, provide 
continuous monitoring of the location of offenders. 
Newer 'smart' systems promise a much more fine-
grained and tailored  control over the behaviour of 
offenders. For example, in a retailer, the "arrival of an 
ankleted shoplifter would set off a silent alarm, and 
the system would identify the offender to the store 
management" (Winckler, 1993; 35). When linked to  
wider urban surveillance systems, through city-wide 
radio networks - which will be available between 1995 
and 2000 - the movements of all ankleted offenders 
could be correlated with the incidence of crime, in 
time and space, to  help in conviction. "Every place 
the offender went - and the time he or she was there - 
would be recorded and compiled and could then be 
cross-indexed against known crime scenes and 
times" (Winckler, 1993; 35). Thus, within this GIS-
based surveillance simulation system, the 24 hour 
hour electronic tracks of individuals  could be 
correlated with time-space patterns of crime 
incidence, to underpin  unprecedentedly fine-grained  
mechanisms for social control.  
With electronic tagging already being applied to pets 
and babies, and with  a range of biometric scanning 
devices emerging (smart cards, finger prints, iris 
scans, hand geometry scans, thumb scans, voice 
recognition, DNA testing, and digitised facial 
recognition), the potential for city-wide systems of 
intimate monitoring and control, classifying individuals 
into the spaces and times where they ʻbelong,ʼ is 
clearly of great concern (Davies, 1995;  62). Iris-
scanning Automatic Teller Machines  (ATMs) will be 
operational in Japan from 1997.  A national DNA 
database now operates in the UK for tracking 
criminals ; the Labour party recently considered the 
introduction a  national DNA database for such 
purposes. Commercial DNA databases are raising the 
spectre of gene tests to underpin surveillance 
systems in the health insurance industry, excluding 
people with genetic ʻabnormalitiesʼ and high disease 
risk (Weiss, 1996). And the recent development,  by a 
Phoenix firm, of human identification implants, based 
on micro chips inserted  just behind shoulder, opens 
the potential for automated and panoptic scanning of 
human behaviour,  based on a single, universal 
identifier, tracked by telecommunications and/or 
CCTV networks. Such systems, linked into national 
identity card databases, bring the spectre of ever-
more fine-grained and discriminatory checking and 
disciplining (Davies, 1995;  58).  
Such  examples hint at the kinds of technological 
systems that may emerge with the blending of 
biotechnology, genetic scanning, and telematics. 
There seems  to be little doubt that the on-going 
digitisation of the human genome will bring new 
potentials to biometric surveillance (Wilkie, 1996). 
Such trends need to be viewed as part of the shift to 
what Donna Haraway calls a cyborg (cybernetic-
organism) world, which is ultimately about the “final 
imposition of a grid of control on the planet” (Haraway, 
1991; 153; quoted in Gregory, 1994; 162).  BT even 
speculated  recently that computer  chips would be so 
powerful by 2025, that they could be biologically 
integrated  into  peopleʼs minds, to record everything 
they saw and everything they thought, throughout 
their entire lives - an alleged boost to personal 
communication.  Thus, human life, itself, may become 
a digitised  element within seamless global webs of 
surveillant simulation.  Indeed, such is the collapse of 
the boundaries between information technologies and 
biotechnologies, that the technologies of surveillant 
simulation seem likely to diffuse into the human body 
and mind itself, creating integrated “information 
organisms”  (Davies, 1996; 143). “Bodies that can be 
surveilled can be informated”, writes William Bogard 
(1996; 63), “and bodies that can be informated can be 
reduced to codes”.   Tim Druckrey (1994;5) suggests 
that such surveillance simulation will mean that  
“encoding rather than identity could become the 
signifier of the self, an informatics of domination made 
possible only by the computer”. 
 
---- 
Our first example centres on the emerging links 
between  surveillant-simulation technologies  and 
crime and social control  initiatives, particularly in 
cities. In these surveillant simulations, human 
subjects can effectively be reduced to their time-
space electronic trails or images, as their movements 
and behaviour are logged, tracked and, increasingly, 
mapped, using systems linking CCTV, computerised 
tracking systems, GISs, and mobile and  fixed  phone 
networks. The rapid extension of such technologies 
across geographic space means that  “a person going 
about his or her daily routine may be under watch for 
virtually the entire time spent outside the house” 
(Squires, 1994 ; 396).  Tim Druckrey, (1994b;  15) 
notes  “the increasingly invisible dispersal of 
electronic tracking”  technologies.  Through wide-area 
systems, covering whole cities, regions, nations and 
international transport routes, the behaviour of human 
subjects  may increasingly  become aggregated into a 
detailed, time space surveillant simulations, which 
offer  radically new possibilities for tracking and social 
control. 
 
Public, wide-area Closed Circuit Television  (CCTV) 
camera systems in the UK are a  good example of  
the emergence of surveillant-simulation as social 
control.  More than 200 CCTV schemes in public 
places now exist in the UK, most of which use  
analogue video technology backed up by radio, 
telephone, and photographs of target subjects  
(Graham et al, 1996).  Virtually every sizable urban 
settlement in Britain now has public CCTV ; systems 
are also increasingly spreading to cover residential 
areas.  CCTV is being seen as a new  and cost-
effective part of the  local policy  ʻtool kitʼ in the UK  for 
dealing with a range of urban problems - cutting 
crime, improving consumer and business confidence 
in town centres, and underpinning the economic 
competitiveness of urban areas in the UK.  Wide area 
CCTV systems integrate state-of-the-art surveillance 
cameras - often with remarkable resolution and infra-
red night time capability - via microwave or cable 
telecommunications links, into systems for 
continuously surveying towns and cities.  
 
Evidence is building up that , through CCTV, people 
and behaviours seen not to ʻbelongʼ in the 
increasingly commercialised, and privately-managed 
consumption spaces of British cities,  tend to 
experience especially close scrutiny. Far from being a 
technologically-determined process,  however, Norris 
and Armstrong (1997; 4) have shown how the uses of 
CCTV is currently  “contingent on a whole range of 
social processes: whether the screens are being 
monitored, and if they are whether an incident is seen 
and then recognised as deviant; if it is seen, whether 
it produces a response and the nature of that 
response”. Their research shows that much of the 
scrutiny that does result  tends to focus on young men 
who ʻlookʼ a certain way, and on certain minority 
groups, including ethnic minorities.  
 
Currently, then, the surveillance within CCTV is not 
linked to simulation ; rather, the human eye and brain  
of the operator, linked into police records and 
photographs,   with all its subjectivity and discretion, 
becomes the route through which CCTV imaging is 
translated into disciplinary social action and attempted  
control. But technological developments towards the 
digitalisation of CCTV,  seem likely to lead to much 
higher degrees of automation and a much greater 
reliance of linked surveillant-simulation techniques. 
Analogue CCTV systems are crude compared to the 
digital systems now emerging, which constitute much 
more sophisticated systems of surveillant simulation, 
with much greater control capabilities. Micro-cameras 
and digital facial recognition technology are 
developing fast, both for in-store security systems and 
wider city-centre networks, allowing  much more 
extensive, automated, digital CCTV systems to be 
built. New, digital systems are algorithmically 
programmed to scan for certain ʻunusualʼ events or 
targeted individuals or vehicles,  so withdrawing 
opportunities for human discretion in tracking and 
monitoring individuals. Digital CCTV will  allow real 
time, time-space searching for specific events to 
occur as well as retrospective, digital searching aimed 
at correlating behaviour patterns with patterns of 
crime (Norris et al, 1996).   
 
Early examples of digital, algorithmic CCTV 
applications are already emerging.  Certain UK Rail 
stations now have ʻsmartʼ CCTV which  automatically 
warns when specific crowd densities are met on 
platforms. The City of London now has an “intelligent 
screen monitoring” algorithmic system for automated 
surveillance of its “Ring of Steel” anti-terrorist cordon. 
Here, a stationary vehicle triggers an alarm in the 
control room as does a car heading down the street in 
the “wrong” direction (Norris et al, 1996). In another 
example, Sydney airport will soon introduce  system 
which scans automatically and covertly for known 
illegal immigrants entering immigration  (Norris et al, 
1996).   In a new experimental project, BT is also 
working with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) and the major British retailer, Marks 
and Spencer's, on a digital image and television-
based computer system known as ʻPhotobook,ʼ to be 
installed in its stores (McKie, 1994). Real-time 
cameras, linked to image databases of  the faces of 
convicted shop-lifters, will alert security staff of the 
arrival of the presence of convicted shoplifters in their 
stores,  through  advanced facial-recognition software. 
Accuracy is said to be “greater than 90%” (McKie, 
1994).  
In the long run, BT anticipate  major new 
telecommunications markets. For example, “all 
commercial outlets in a town could be linked and an 
alarm be set off the moment a person who has been 
seen shoplifting in one store enters another” (McKie, 
1994).  When backed by digitised face prints of the 
type now being developed by the UKʼs Driver and 
Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA), the potential for a 
national face-recognition and monitoring systems in 
the UK operating through expanding CCTV seems a 
lot more than some paranoid dystopia (Davies, 1995).  
The State of  Massachusetts is already in the final 
stages  of digitising the faces of its 4.2 million drivers, 
as a means for overcoming fraud  (Davies, 1995;  
197). More prosaically, the designer of ʻPhotobookʼ 
dreams of a “front door camera that announces the 
identify of the person outside” (Griffith, 1996). 
In the United States, the control and surveillance 
capabilities of telematics are being widely explored as  
tools for  new methods of social control in cities, that  
go-beyond  the highly expensive option of simple 
incarceration in prisons.  By 1991, over 4.3 million 
Americans had been under ʻcorrectional supervisionʼ 
at home (Gowdy, 1994). The burgeoning costs of the 
American prison programme  are leading to the 
widespread use of 'electronic tagging' for low-level 
offenders, who are free to maintain some semblance 
of daily life through 'walking prisons" (Winckler, 1993). 
“Less dangerous offenders now are confined to the 
home, except to go to work and run errands, freeing 
jail space for more dangerous criminals” (Gowdy, 
1994). Anklet transponders, linked to telephone 
modems, provide continuous monitoring of the 
location of offenders. Newer 'smart' systems promise 
a much more fine-grained and tailored  control over 
the behaviour of offenders. For example, in a retailer, 
the "arrival of an ankleted shoplifter would set off a 
silent alarm, and the system would identify the 
offender to the store management" (Winckler, 1993; 
35). When linked to  wider urban surveillance 
systems, through city-wide radio networks - which will 
be available between by 2000 - the movements of all 
ankleted offenders could be correlated with the 
incidence of crime, in time and space, to  help in 
conviction. "Every place the offender went - and the 
time he or she was there - would be recorded and 
compiled and could then be cross-indexed against 
known crime scenes and times" (Winckler, 1993; 35). 
Thus, within this GIS-based surveillance simulation 
system, the 24 hour  electronic tracks of individuals  
could be correlated with time-space patterns of crime 
incidence, to underpin  unprecedentedly fine-grained  
mechanisms for social control.  
 
 
Surveillant Simulation and Differential Power 
Over Space: 
Road Transport Informatics (RTI) 
 
Our third case is that of Road Transport Informatics 
(RTI).  The control capabilities that  new surveillant 
simulation technologies bring are  of central 
importance here,  in supporting a shift from ʻdeadʼ, 
public, electromechanical highways, to ʻsmartʼ, 
digitally controlled, and, increasingly, privatised 
highways (Graham and Marvin, 1996). Virtual 
electronic networks of automated sensors, CCTV, 
tracking and charging devices, computers and GISs, 
are being laid over established road transport 
networks, helping to undermine their 'natural 
monopoly' characteristics, so allowing private firms to 
operate them profitably (Robins and Hepworth, 1988). 
Road networks, with all their complexity of flow and 
pattern, increasingly become surveillant simulations 
supporting new practices of commodification, control 
and exclusion, which provide the basis for strategies 
which differentiate groups according to the power over 
space they are seen to warrant, within the new urban 
political economy.  Essentially, Electronic Road 
Pricing (ERP) systems enable the commodification of 
road space, allowing it to be allocated at a price, 
within markets, for profit by private firms.  Hepworth 
and Ducatel argue that ERP will "create the physical  
infrastructure needed to privatise road space and will 
also create an institutional  structure for administering 
a privatised road system” (Hepworth and Ducatel, 
1992: 92)  
 
Within Road Transport Informatics (RTI) systems, 
people and their vehicles effectively become  their 
moving image and signature.  The central question 
raised by the development  of  the resulting ʻintelligent 
highwaysʼ is whose  'intelligence' becomes embodied 
within the new  road telematics systems ?  Currently, 
the development of transport informatics tends to be 
biased towards the need to minimise time-space 
constraints for powerful groups, for the corporate 
elites, business traffic, and the ʻroad warriorsʼ with the 
most privileged access to global transport and 
telecommunications opportunities (Massey, 1993).  
There are close linkages between  the control of 
space that enhanced mobility brings, and the basis on 
which particular groups are allowed to have access to 
new technologies to overcome urban congestion.   
Swyngedouw argues that  "road pricing, or other 
linear methods of controlling or excluding particular 
social groups from getting control over space, equally 
limits the power of some while propelling others to the 
exclusive heights of controlling space, and thereby 
everything contained in it" (1993: 323; see Thrift, 
1996).   
 
By using surveillant-simulation systems to  turn public 
road space into a private commodity, people become 
disaggregated according to how much power over 
space and mobility  they  warrant. This allows a 
dualisation process to occur, between the poor and 
marginalised, and the  mobile, corporate elite groups 
who can access the commodified ʻpremiumʼ road 
space, and who are saturated with travel opportunities 
and access to mobile and fixed telecommunications 
networks (Graham and Marvin, 1996; Chapter 6).   As 
smart highways and global airline networks support 
intensified physical mobility, mobile phones and 
computing networks can then be used to maintain  
control  complex business and personal lives may be 
maintained. Trends in both Road Transport 
Informatics and telecommunications are therefore 
both supportive of what Eli Noam calls “individually 
tailored networks arrangements” for elite, corporate 
groups, geared towards supporting intensified mobility 
(Noam, 1992). To Noam these: 
 “will be packaged together to provide easy access to 
an individualʼs primary communications needs: friends 
and family; work colleagues ; frequent business 
contacts, both domestic and foreign; data sources; 
transaction programs; frequently-accessed video 
publishers; telemetry services, such as alarm 
companies; bulletin boards, and so on. Contact to and 
from these destinations would move about with the 
individuals, whether they are at home, at the office, or 
moving about”.= (Noam, 1992)   
 
For the poor and marginalised, however, the new 
processes of urban surveillance simulation seem 
likely to provide systems that will be used to intensify 
their exclusion and entrapment (Massey, 1993).  
Whilst spatial barriers shrink for elite groups, and their 
personal space-time  boundaries  explode towards 
intensified, increasingly global mobility (Kirsch, 1995; 
Adams, 1995), the already limited mobility of many 
groups   may actually be undermined by the 
application of these new technological systems to 
commodify road networks. “In the electronic 
ghettoes”, writes Nigel Thrift (1995; 31), “the space of 
flows comes to a full stop. Time-space compression 
means time to spare and  the space to go nowhere at 
all”.  In debates about RTI, care therefore needs to be 
taken to resist  what Ross (1991; 148) has called the 
“heady cartographic fantasy of the powerful” (quoted 
in Thrift, 1996; 305).  
 
An excellent example of how surveillant simulation 
becomes implicated in the construction of new, 
dualised urban highway networks, and systems of 
differential power over space, can be found in the 
construction of a new private, commodified highway 
network (number 407) around Toronto  (Campion 
Smith, 1996). Built to ease congestion on the worldʼs 
busiest highway, to which it runs parallel, in-car 
transponders will  automatically charge all users of the 
highway around $1 per 11 km trip, without 
necessitating them to stop. Tarrifs will vary 
automatically, to peak around peak commute periods, 
to ensure that use of the highway never exceeds pre-
defined limits, so allowing moving traffic to be 
guaranteed. Cars without transponders will be 
automatically photographed  and their owners 
tracked. By the year 2000 over $100 million per year 
is expected in tolls ; and speed limits may even be 
higher on the highway than for other State highways. 
The consortium which built the road is now selling off 
all the key development sites along it to the highest 
bidder, for malls, affluent neighbourhoods, business 
parks, and logistics creating, creating,  in effect, a 
second-tier land use-transportation system for the 
elite interests in Toronto.  
 
 
Business Process Re-Engineering and Surveillant 
Simulation in Essential Services: The Case of the 
UK Utilities 
 
BPR in utilities 
 
Petresen (1997 in Tonwsend) “telecom redlinng” 
and “virtual ghettoes” repeoited recently in New 
Jersey as Bell Atlatic wsa acrefully atrgeting new 
optic fibre inafrstructures to suburban offce and 
commercisla zones, whilst ignoiring interstyitial 
spaces, damaging their pietential to attract new 
emeplyment” 
 
Our final  case centres on the UK utility industry, 
where GIS is being rapidly applied to allow  utility 
corporations to take-advantage of the newly 
liberalised regulatory situation, to make utility planning 
and customer targeting closely resemble that in 
retailing and financial services noted above (Guy et al, 
1997).   In the UK utility sector, national and regional 
public monopolies have recently been transformed 
into profit hungry, shareholder-driven enterprises. 
Utility firms are re-engineering their structures and 
engaging in ever-more global mergers, acquisitions 
and strategic alliances within the globalising energy, 
telecoms and water industries.  Increasingly, they are 
engaging in surveillant simulation to support the 
competitive  “cherry picking” of lucrative market 
segments within cities whilst withdrawing from 
unprofitable social and spatial commitments (Graham 
and Marvin, 1994; 1996). Three trends are noticeable 
here. First, GIS and CAD is providing the basis for the 
sophisticated mapping and planning of hidden utility 
infrastructures onto simulation systems. Geo-
demographic profiling is being used to support 
improved infrastructure planning and direct marketing, 
where, traditionally, utilities had very broad brush, and 
generally homogenous, approaches to rolling out and 
selling their services (eg Saeed, 1993). Mercury 
telecommunications, for example, have installed a 
GIS that allows customer locations to be overlayed 
with network maps so that it can “calculate whether 
the revenues it gets from its infrastructures justifies 
the costs, allowing it to question all the relationships it 
has with customers” (Bray, 1995), in order to 
maximise profitability and minimise loss-making 
investments. Corporate telematics systems are linking 
planning, operations, billing and customer targeting 
systems together, to allow for careful targeting of 
profitable areas and users, whilst companies withdraw 
or ease out of costly social commitments (Graham 
and Marvin, 1994). Customer loyalty schemes are 
being developed to foster intimate knowledge over 
lucrative consumers.  
 
In a second area of surveillant simulation, ʻdeadʼ utility 
meters are increasingly being transformed by 
telematics into interactive, ʻsmartʼ systems for 
surveying and simulating  the real-time household 
behaviour of lucrative market segments (Guy and 
Marvin, 1995). In the utilities sector, smart metering 
technologies, which link computerised meters via 
telecommunications to central control computers, now 
allow affluent consumers to choose their electricity, 
gas or even water supplier by programming their own 
meter.  Two-way communication then alerts their 
chosen utility that they now have a new customer, 
whose resource consumption can be remotely 
monitored and debited - avoiding the huge transaction 
costs associated with manual metering reading.  In 
processes very similar to the commodification of road 
transport, telematics can therefore help open up 
'monopoly' networks to competitive supply, even in 
the domestic sector, without the need for replicating 
new energy systems.  Such smart metering 
technologies then  enable utilities to build up detailed 
information on households consumption patterns that 
goes beyond total use of services.  Smart electricity 
meters can identify what electrical appliances a 
household owns, how often they are used and for how 
long.  It is not even clear who 'owns' this type of 
information but it opens up the potential for new forms 
of surveillance in the home. Here households 
effectively become  their telemetry signal. Real Time 
Residential Powerline Surveillance (RRPLS), for 
example, can track houses where high-powered lights 
are being used to grow marijuana  and can be used to 
provide intimate profile of householdsʼ appliance 
usage, allowing insurance companies to calculate the 
risks associated with different appliance users; utility 
firms to carefully select target markets; and large 
profits to be made in the information resale market 
(Crawford, 1994).  
 
Finally, at the other end of the utility market, however,  
households in marginalised communities will 
increasingly be  rendered invisible to the utility,  
because they are classified as high cost or low 
income customers. Such customers either fall off the 
networks because of  the increased costs they face 
(through the rebalancing of tariff), or  are forced to use 
digitally-encoded prepayment meters, based on smart 
cards which are ʻtopped upʼ at charging points, for 
accessing even basic utility services. In the UK, 
several million households currently use such meters 
for electricity consumption and water prepayment is 
on the way. 
 
 
Conclusions:  Spatial Change, Totalizing 
Systems, and Resistance Strageies 
 
Dominat Spatial Pratices, Social Exclusion, and 
Resistance 
 
Kaliski  1995 in Flusty 
 
“Curiously, many of the social tranaactions thata 
re shaping the tenor of culture occur in the very 
places most subject to the scan of globaim. 
Shoppaing mall culture, gated enclaces (whether 
suburbs or rock houses), omnipresent sirvailance 
and recording of everyday life do not seem to 
limit ever new and evolving cultural expressions 
and muttaions born of unexpecetd gatherings. 
The easy reduction of these palces to unitary 
theories or definitions of globalized spaces 
overlooks the physical workings of their quotidian 
elements” 
 
Of course, we must be wary of simple social 
determinism or functionalism here.  The macro-
level bias in the design (WHAT DOES THSI 
MEAN), development and application of these 
new technologies in cities  does not mean that 
new technologies in the city will inevitably  be 
used to support dominant and powerful interests. 
Social struggles can re-direct the application of 
GIS, the Internet, and surveillance systems to 
more progressive ends (Murdock, 1993; see, for 
example, Ramasubramanian, 1996; Harris et al, 
1995). But, within the current context of global 
political-economic change, such challenges will 
inevitably be fairly small scale, compared to the 
huge scale and power of the corporate industrial 
complex, and the strength of the political shift 
towards liberalisation and privatisation.    
 
Organisational strategies, processes of social 
control and the production of new matrial  spaces  
come to rely  increasingly on incorporating  these 
electronic facsimiles of ʻrealityʼ into stratgies of  
social action. A range of large, powerful 
organisations  are then able to use the 
visualisations as the basis for a myriad of 
decisions about who belongs where,  who has 
access to what,  how to maintain or maximise 
profitability, and the appropriate roll out of, and 
access to, all manner of urban services.  As 
Bogard puts it,  “forms of control are refined and 
intensified in a system geared to the frenzied, 
instantaneous production of images” (Bogard, 
1996;9).  
 
 
As real-time virtual simulations emerge as the 
basis for urban organisational and management 
strategies, changes to the “real” world seem to 
echo, and co-evolve with, the engineering of 
virtual reality simulation games such as SimCity 
2000  and the RealityEngine. In both, God-like 
operators can access more and more total 
information sets to create perfect simulations of 
the real time dynamics of  urban areas. The 
development of cities is then programmed  
through  algorithmic channels to see the results 
visualise before the eyes through direct 
cybernetic feedback - the ʻcity as laboratoryʼ 
(Bleecker, 1994). In both virtual reality and urban 
reality, Julian Bleecker has argued that the result 
seems to be  the emergence of a more and more 
dystopic  (RAE SIMULATED CITIES RELALY 
DYSTOPIAN?) urban “reality”, approximating to 
the many post modern, Blade Runner  -style  
scenarios of  corporate power and urban decay. 
 
 
Not omipotenet even with intercocetion: “not to 
pretend t mae survaillnce operfect, but only to 
ensure that in protected zones defensve actions 
might be taken in response to invasion” Thomas 
Dunn “The new enclosures” IN R. Gooding-
Williams Reading Rodney King, rEdaing Urban 
Unprising NY Routledge 1993 186 
 
 
Worry is systematic and multiple exclusionary 
wes worjking incraesingly in paralel and 
coordnation. CCTVʼ red linng, credit scoring in 
iterative loops fedeing off each otyher 
 
superinclusion for some; alwsy top of target list 
 
super exclusion for others, cybenertic processes 
of service withdrawal and urban restructring - so 
underpinning growing sociala nd patial 
bifurcation 
 
Lyon 1994 211”is what faces us a world of 
electronic tecehnologies that classify us clinicaly, 
include and exclude by consumerist criteria, and 
are nbacked up by police an dwelfare 
deperatments ? [...] will the new ʻnon-personsʼ, 
segretade by surveiallnce systens, be failed 
consumers ?” 
 
but 
surveilnace enales as well as contarins product of 
modernity 
Boyers figured and disfigured city 
 
Figured city is “a sereies of carefully developed 
nodes generated froma  se of design rule or 
pattersn “ 81 “like  agrid of well-desined and self-
enclosed places in which the interstitial spaces 
[of the disfigured city]  are abandoned or 
neglecetd”  “usually the disfigured city reamisn 
unimageable and forgotten and therefoe invisible 
and excluded [...] The connecting in-between 
spaces are forgotten easily, allowing  insread a 
rational and imginary oredr of things that glorifies 
the figured city to dominate our vision and 
imaginationa” 82 
 
Soja 1996 in urb Inj city simulatabnousy 
becoming ʻcarceralʼ and ʻhyper-realʼ: “the first 
exemplified by the intensification of social 
surveillnace and he multiplication of fortressed 
turfs within the secrurity-obsesesd urban fabric; 
and the second by a dramati change in what 
might be caled the ʻurban imaginaryʼ brought 
about by what Jean Baudrilard once called the 
ʻprocession of simuacracʼ, the incraesing 
intercvenetion of a hypereality of simulations into 
the real and imagined spaces of urbn life” 193 see 
1996 b 
 
also simulacral landscapes and virtual 
simulations: Sorkin/Boyer/ Gottdeiner paralell 
construction Sorins analogous city 
 
Cons Smulacral Lnadscapes and surveillant 
simuation or one of them/ 
 
egs Malsl  them parks casinos  master planned 
communities and Disneys Celebration City Florida 
mixing simulated, idelaised 50s American small 
toen with high tech optic fibre nets and tight 
disciplinary codes fo socia control., 
 
Profucion of identities and datialaities and politics 
SS and cognitive mapping a al aJmeson ??? Is ss 
cognitive mapping ? 
 
 
avoid tech or pol econ det  ʻmessyʼ, dynamic, and 
uncertain,  procese, full fo specificieties,  
contingenies, subtleties, and waht Pile and Thrift 
(0 ????  open-ended cosmologies.  
Burrows 1996 242 
 
“The digitied hyper-reality (of cyberpace) 
connects  in various wats with the tecehnological 
reeality of the street, not least in the way in which 
the socio-geography of the digitised city mirrors 
that of the buot cityt” 
 
Malls, cars, personal IT stations and dometic 
privatism  cnstruct a “ʼlonely crowdʼ” [which] 
promotes  aretareat into an aincarseingly fortified 
tecehnoogised privatised worlds away from the 
incarseingly remnote and ungovernale spaces 
occuppied by the represesd” 244 original emph 
 
also intercative home technolgy and mobile plus 
camcoders support mediate social relatiosnhips 
and self identities and negagement witht e world 
 
degree of intercativity anddemocrcy ? in topology 
of systems  
 
but bot sngle apanoptocon - not sngel 
cyberspace - multiple, hereogenous, always local, 
vever unbiversal but SS adn C means that.... not 
omniscienet, partial, contingent soial practives 
having larger and larger time-space control 
capabailities  imprinting and secrecting  their 
values with more secrecy and automation into 
processes of socio-spatial deve 
 
Transgression  
Malls Shields 
CCTV Robins and Norris 
 
Lefebvres  
 
Uk few “revolts against the gaxe”  Fyfe and 
Banister 1997 13 which might be the basis for 
Lefeebcres spaes of rep - spatial reps that 
challenge dominnat spatial pratices 
 
Norris etal get to knwo response times and blinbd 
spots, Db Hacking 
etc 
Flusrty of design, publc policy and city from 
bottom up 
Flusty names differet types of paranpoid dpace 
and ersion of spatial justics 
 
Pranoid typologies of space 
1 Stealthy space concearled cnsumptionnodal 
space 
2 Slippery space missing paths cannot be 
reached 
3 crusty space cannot beccessed because of 
walls check pints etc parks etc 
4 prickly space cannot be comfortably occupied 
 
5 “jittery space” cannot be utilized unobserved 
CCTV !!!! 
 
“under the auspices of municipal authrorities, Los 
Angeles asa a whole i well ont he way to 
becomng jittery space” 
 
helicopters 24 hr vigil developed for military 
applications equipped with Spectrolab Nightsun 
illumination system producing 30 million candle 
power and Forward looking Infrared (FLIR)system 
detectng a match at 1km linked into integrated 
police datbesee and CCTV in patrol vehicles 
 
plus 50 CCTv and groing inteligent highwats 
system being isntalled whilst being “acreful not 
to deny an interet in using the csmares to keep 
watch over the streets, sideawlks and adjacent 
properties” 36 
 
“in short,  Los Angeles is undergoing the 
invenetion and idnatllaation, componet by 
componet, of physical inafrsyucture 
engenedering electronically linked islands of 
privilege embeddede in a police state matrix. If eft 
unchecked, this trend may be linearly 
extrapolated into a worst aces composite of hard 
boundaries, checkponts and iomnipresent 
surveiallnce. Los Angees will becoem a city 
consisteing of numerous fortfed cores of private 
space, each augmented by more permeable outer 
perimenbeters of contorted paths, lights, motion 
detectors and video cameras projecting into the 
public realm of the sidewal and the atreet. the 
public streets wil becoem little more than 
interstiltial space to these fortified private cotes. 
They will themeselves be fragmnted by seecting 
barricadibng and monitoring by cameras 
overlapping each private spaceʼs peraeable outer 
perimetere. Finally, oversisng it all will be 
helicopter patrols” 37 
 
 
 
---- 
 
 
 
Cons 
 
urvaillance essential elemnt of all advanced 
societies ) Are benefits: ytagerted services, better 
quality esp for well off (Lyon, 1994) also culturally 
and sociol variant notiosn of prvacy  so 
ambivalent  dospersed and networked not sume 
omniponet Big Brother but many Little Brothers 
incraesingly ccopperating in nther surevaioance 
an dsmulation massce incaresse in surveiallnce 
caopacaity deepnede, routinised and braodened 
53 
 
Digital geographic technologies are currently being 
interconnected and shaped, largely by powerful state 
and industrial interests, to infuse urban areas with 
increasingly pervasive systems of surveillant 
simulation. Such systems, I would argue,  are 
underpinning a new  ʻcontrol revolutionʼ in cities.   
 
The application of such technologies need to be seen 
as a key element within a broader societal 
transformation, within which “information has become 
the lubricant for a swiftly emerging social structure 
wholly dependent on the potential, malleability, and 
exchangeability of data” (Druckrey, 1994; 9). Within 
this context, surveillant simulation  systems signify a 
notable intensification in shifts towards panopticism, 
and fine-frained social control, in the city.  They “are 
designed to exchange horizontal, contingent flows 
along surfaces for the permanence of fixed forms, to 
expose things for what they really are, identify and 
essentialize them in a network of relations of visibility, 
power, and knowledge” (Bogard, 1996; 34). Within 
systems of surveillant simulation, data capture 
becomes increasingly automated, driven by actual 
social behaviour, and approaches nearer to “real time” 
feedback speeds. Visualisation and simulation  
becomes more sophisticated, as GIS and other virtual 
reality technologies provide the technological 
underpinnings for complex and increasingly “real time”  
simulations of the urban realm, social landscapes, 
and, increasingly, the body and the self. And these 
visualisation and simulations combine in turn to 
provide the potential for fine-tuned organisational 
restructuring, service targeting, and new, intensified 
systems of social control and segregation. 
Surveillance and simulation blend to resemble what 
Bogard calls the “utopia of surveillance, its incarnation 
as hypersurveillance: total control in the form of ultra-
smooth access to information (images, meanings, 
persons, bodies, truth). For this dream - and that is all 
that it is - surveillance is willing to sever all of its ties 
with “reality” in favour of the “inflated reality” of 
simulation” (Bogard, 1996; 57). 
 
Surveillant simulation technologies are also being 
developed and applied within the context of a strong 
supply push, from an increasingly globalised complex 
pf media, telematics and ʻcorrectionalʼ industries. 
What Bob Lilley and Paul Knepper (1993) call the 
“corrections commercial” complex - ie the fast-growing 
complex of security, military and prison corporations- 
who are, post Cold War, attempting to colonise civil 
markets, are also key players in this supply-side push. 
They are being further supported by the broader 
debates about the supposedly world-improving 
momentum of the “information superhighway”, the 
imperative to apply telematics uncritically to every 
aspect of civil life,  and the pervasive crisis of public 
confidence in home, street  and transport security.   
 
The result, in advanced industrial cities, as Mike Davis 
(1992) has so persuasively mapped in Los Angeles,  
seems to be the emergence of urban landscapes  
made up of many superimposed layers of  surveillant 
simulation. Each layer has its own finer and finer 
mosaic of socio-spatial grids ; its own embedded 
assumptions and criteria for allocating and 
withdrawing services or access ; its own  systems for 
specifying  and normalisng  boundary enforcement, 
through  electronically defining  the “acceptable” 
presence of individuals in different urban “cellular” 
space-times ; and its own cybernetic loops of system 
feedback, within which systems of surveillance 
become ever more integrated into systems of 
simulation. As people leave a stream of digital tracks 
through our daily lives, their electronic personas 
become embedded into a web of surveillant 
simulation systems ; “each of us will  become 
increasingly  isolated in our own separate 
technological enclosure or cell” (Crawford, 1994). 
Increasingly,  then, disciplinary control within cities  
comes to rely not just on the Foucault-like array of 
physical structures and urban planning practices (see 
Driver, 1985), but on pervasive webs of electronic 
systems, which assert disciplinary control by 
“distributing bodies/uses in space, allocating each 
individual/function to a cellular partition, creating an 
efficient machine out of its analytical spatial 
arrangement” (Boyer, 1996; 17). As Virilio (1987; 16) 
argues, cities are shifting from a state where physical 
barriers and walls controlled access and ʻbelongingʼ to  
a state where “the rites of passage are no longer 
intermittent - they have become immanent” and are 
woven as automatic, cybernetic systems, into the 
urban fabric. New, intensified technical systems 
linking knowledge, oppression and the built 
environments of cities become constructed (see 
Laws, 1994). “We are obliged”, argues Christine 
Boyer, “to pay close attention to the links and nodes 
that interlace reality and appearances, illusions and 
symptoms, images and models” (Boyer, 1996; 50). 
 
The broad result  of these shifts is the development of 
social control systems of unprecedented intensity, 
precision, and power, which are virtually invisible and 
unregulated.  Increasingly, in the consumption arena,  
“computerised corporate “wardens” are able to 
observe every detail of every life from a  central tower. 
Their precisely calibrated interactive feedback can 
induce consumers to willingly follow patterns 
generated by psycho-demographic profiles. More 
efficient than naked military power, panoptic 
arrangements offer a better way of extracting money 
from consumers through the tactics of computer-
targeted micro (rather than mass) marketing” 
(Crawford,  1994).   But such electronic systems, with 
increasing degrees of automation,  also come to 
provide silent, invisible, and pervasive networks of 
cybernetic social control, with unprecedented potential 
for exclusion. Norris et al (1996) warn that: 
 “those who cannot pay will be excluded from 
motorways; known trouble makers from football 
grounds; the unsightly casualties of “care in the 
community” removed from the  decorous order of city 
streets and shopping malls ; known shoplifters and 
fare dodgers excluded from shops and transport 
systems [...]. If the growing divide between those who 
have and have not and those who are included and 
excluded is intensified through the use of new 
technology, there is a real danger that our cities will 
come to resemble the dystopian vision so beloved by 
futuristic film makers”. 
 
The extension and  interconnection of surveillant 
simulation systems is clearly a key part of the 
evolution of a new urban era, a key new set of 
disciplining electronic structures that help shape and 
control  the emerging urban landscapes of what  what 
Michael Sorkin (1992; xii)  has termed “a continuous 
urban field, a conceptual grid of boundless reach”.  
When paralleled by trends towards socio-economic 
polarisation in cities, driven by labour market and 
welfare restructuring, these technological webs of 
surveillance simulation are inevitably supportive of  
bifurcation processes. Such systems become geared 
towards the protection and fortressing of affluent 
consumer neighbourhoods and corporate districts 
(which are intensely linked into high level transport 
and telecommunications infrastructures and become 
the focus for competitive ʻcherry pickingʼ and retail 
and service locations), and  to the exclusion, 
enforcement and control of the groups and  areas  
that are marginalised by labour market and welfare 
restructuring (Davis, 1992).  “Between the well-
designed nodes in the urban matrix” writes Christine 
Boyer (1996; 20), “are the blank, in-between places of 
nobodyʼs concern”. 
 
Thus, webs of simulated surveillance system become 
woven into supporting and constructing the fabric of 
“real” urban life, just as the “real” landscapes of cities 
themselves become transformed into a realm of 
surveillant simulation, a ʻTheme Parkʼ of simulated, 
hyper-real, commodified enclosures (Sorkin, 1992). 
As Davis (1992; 16) has warned:  
 
“the contemporary city simulates or hallucinates itself 
in at least two senses. First, in the age of electronic 
culture and economy, the city redoubles itself through 
the complex architecture of its information and media 
networks {...}. Urban cyberspace - as the simulation of 
the cityʼs information order - will be experienced as 
even more segregated, and devoid of true public 
space, than the traditional built city {...}. Second, 
social fantasy is increasingly embodied in simulacral 
landscapes - them parks, “historic districts” and malls 
- that are partitioned off from the rest of the 
metropolis” 
 
But the proliferation of surveillance systems is about 
more than flows of representations ; the construction 
of virtualities and simulacra ; of mechanisms for fine-
grained control ; and  of cybernetic processes of 
automation. It also fuels some of the fastest growing 
economic sectors of the ʻinformation economyʼ (see 
Hepworth, 1989). The economic flows and labour 
processes surrounding the growth of  surveillant 
simulation systems also seem to  accelerate  the 
processes noted by Castells (1989), through which  
economic processes become unhitched, and 
disembedded, from the physical and social 
landscapes which are their focus, operating instead 
through some telemediated space of flows. The data 
warehousing and consumer marketing industries tend 
to locate far from the main urban cores in suburban, 
rural or Third World ʻback officesʼ (Graham and 
Marvin, 1996). The customer support infrastructures 
for utilities, telecommunications and transport firms 
now routinely operate, on-line, from cheap, distant, 
automated call centres, far from the ʻpatchesʼ of 
territory covered by their infrastructures. And the flows 
of images from CCTV systems can now be easily 
switched over broadband networks to cheap labour 
locations. The World Bank has even suggested that 
the CCTV systems covering US malls should be 
monitored in Africa, to take advantage of low wage 
costs and offer ʻdevelopmentalʼ benefits to the 
continent (Bannister, 1994). 
 
Given these dynamics, what is most worrying is that 
the more disturbing aspects of these trends tend to be 
virtually ignored within public debates about cities and 
technology. In fact, many are actually being welcomed 
under the banners of “improved customer service” (for 
some), or the use of technologies to provide technical 
quick fixes to the complex urban social problems of 
crime and alienation. The key question, clearly, to 
echo Pickles (1991; 87), is “whether we are building 
systems which foster democratic practices or 
machines which, like their forerunners, will usher in a 
new age of accounting and accountability, of 
standardization and normalization,  and of competition 
and capital accumulation”.  
 
Boyer Madridresistance strtgies need to construct 
radical artifice instead of smulation as spaces of 
enclosure and excsluiosn associational politics get 
paper  
 
But the  sheer dizzying speed,  intensity, and 
invisibility, of the new urban control revolution also  
makes critical reflection difficult amongst urban policy 
and research communities. For professionals working 
within  urban fields, the trends outlined above, and the 
transformation of cities, seem to present a  chaotic, 
saturated  realm of flows, representation and 
interconnection. Boyer notes “an endless list of texts 
presenting the chaotic effects of randomness and 
indeterminacy, generating neither options nor 
choices”  which seem to offer few “foundations on 
which to stand, to criticize, to remember the past, or 
plan the future” (Boyer, 1996; 31).  
 
This makes the predominance of narrow, technical 
debates in the  academic GIS literature all the more 
worrying.  Critical reflection on trends toward urban 
surveillant simulation, whilst growing,  has been 
confined largely to debates within critical theory and 
cultural studies ; they have  still  largely failed, for 
example,  to alter the dominance of narrow, technical 
debates within GIS disciplines. It could be argued that 
many GIS academics, and their Departments,  are 
now themselves too financially reliant on the lucrative 
spoils of ʻbusiness geographicsʼ (Sherwood, 1996)  to 
offer any critique. Most often, as Pickles (1995; 16) 
argues in his critique of the “New Imperial 
Geography”,  positivistic and technologically utopian 
scenarios still prevail, which conveniently camouflage 
the vested interests which many Geography 
departments have with promoting GIS-based 
restructuring solutions to the public and private 
sectors. Simple catch-all disclaimers about GIS being 
applied to “the benefit of all”, within a culture of  
technical rationality, are still being used to deflect 
attention from awkward issues about changing power  
relations, urban social polarisation  and intensified 
social control. Despite the powerful recent critiques of 
Pickles (1995), Lake (1993), and Sui (1994), in their 
recent review of the role of GIS in business and 
service planning, Longley and Clarke (1995;4) still 
attempted to make  the convenient  positivist 
assumption that “businesses and  services function in 
society through their rational use of resources to fulfil 
economic and social objectives”. Without recognising  
how GIS and its applications are being enrolled into 
the changing nature of social relations, and the 
embeddedness of the new technological systems 
within broader political economic change, the danger 
here is that GIS research will be unable to offer 
genuinely useful perspectives on the remarkable 
processes of socio-technical change within 
contemporary cities. 
 
--- 
VG C 
It has already been widely argued that, with the rapid 
emergence of superimposed grids of surveillance in 
retailing, consumer services, the media, the state and 
transportation,  “the modern citizen is objectified as a 
life-path comprised of information, as a “spatialised 
dossier”  (Hannah, 1997; 352 ). But this “dossier”  is  
far from reaching some omnipotent Panopticon or all-
seeing Big Brother ; it is always incomplete,   
fragmented, patchy, and unevenly developed across 
and between the ʻlife-pathsʼ of citizens. Thus, “in “real 
life” we face a variety of normalizing machines, 
imperfectly coordinated, and each with imperfect 
powers”  (Hannah, 1997; 353).  
 
The importance of trends towards the widespread 
application of  surveillant-simulation techniques  is 
that they support increasingly coordinated, extensive, 
and comprehensive systems of surveillance and 
social control.  Technological developments linking 
surveillance with societal simulation,  and the 
increasing horizontal coordination  between dossiers 
and sites of surveillance (credit bureaus, banks, 
retailers, utilities, state and correctional agencies), 
seems likely to prefigure a rapid intensification of 
coordinated, comprehensive surveillance.  Above all, 
it is becoming more and more difficult to escape, to lift 
a phrase from  Bruno Latour, 1993; 121),  the “skein”  
of  technological networks  that undergrid the 
apparatus of surveillant-simulation. With their 
widening horizons of automated data capture and 
their instantaneous geographical reach, it would seem 
that  “we are  in a generalized crisis in relation to all 
environments of  enclosure [...]. Societies of control 
are in the process of replacing disciplinary societies” 
(Deleuze, 1988; 4).  
 
Three key questions emerge here which have 
important implications for wider debates about virtual 
geographies. First,  do trends toward surveillant 
simulation necessarily prefigure some wholesale shift 
toward societies of  dystopian social control and 
segmentation (as is so often implied in cyberpunk 
science fiction and critical social theory) ? Certainly, it 
would seem that  electronic surveillant-simulations are 
increasingly being  constructed to support decision 
making, business restructuring decisions and the 
development of further iterations of  surveillance by 
service organisations within and across geographic 
space. Within  the context of a political economy 
apparently dominated by an increasingly profit-driven, 
liberalised/privatised and internationalising corporate 
environment, surveillant-simulation systems are 
emerging as crucial techniques for bolstering 
profitability, flexibility and responsiveness. For 
retailers, banks and utilities,  for example, GIS 
surveillance systems are increasingly being woven 
into processes of business process re-engineering 
and service restructuring. This makes it possible to 
drive service plans and the “roll out” of investment 
across cities according to tight geo-demographic  
targeting criteria.  
 
As cybernetic loops monitoring citizen behaviour  
become more sophisticated (through retailersʼ 
customer information collection, mail order, consumer 
credit, profiling agencies, home telematics systems, 
road transport informatics, wide-area Closed Circuit 
TV etc), it is increasingly becoming possible to 
replace aggregate geo-demographic spatial data sets 
(say, at post code or census tract level) with individual 
sets based on actual citizen behaviour or 
consumption. Thus, simulations of the geographic 
space, of cities and regions, threaten to  emerge 
which ever more closely resemble   totally panoptic, 
real time simulations of the city (the best example 
here being CCTV). Such panoptic and cybernetic 
networks increasingly start to resemble the command-
control- and communications webs already developed 
in the military. In the consumption field,  the process 
of targeting reaches its limit, as service enterprises 
attempt to compete for market share within 
increasingly liberalised markets (whilst, of course, 
gradually easing out of less-profitable commitments or 
obligations covering poorer groups and areas).  
 
Surveillant-simulation technologies are also being 
developed and applied within the context of a strong 
supply push, from an increasingly globalised complex 
of media, telematics and ʻcorrectionalʼ industries. 
What Bob Lilley and Paul Knepper (1993) call the 
“corrections commercial” complex - ie the fast-growing 
complex of security, military and prison corporations- 
who are, post Cold War, attempting to colonise civil 
markets, are also key players in this supply-side push. 
They are being further supported by the broader 
debates about the supposedly world-improving 
momentum of the “information superhighway”, the 
imperative to apply telematics uncritically to every 
aspect of civil life,  and the pervasive crisis of public 
confidence in home, street  and transport security.   
 
The result, in advanced industrial cities, as Mike Davis 
(1992) has  suggested in Los Angeles, may  be the 
emergence of urban landscapes  made up of many 
superimposed layers of  surveillant simulation. Each 
layer might have its own finer and finer mosaic of 
socio-spatial grids ; its own embedded assumptions 
and criteria for allocating and withdrawing services or 
access ; its own  systems for specifying  and 
normalising  boundary enforcement, through  
electronically defining  the “acceptable” presence of 
individuals in different urban “cellular” space-times ; 
and its own cybernetic loops of system feedback, 
within which systems of surveillance become ever 
more integrated into systems of simulation. As people 
leave a stream of digital tracks through their daily 
lives, their electronic personas become embedded 
into a web of surveillant-simulation systems ; “each of 
us will  become increasingly  isolated in our own 
separate technological enclosure or cell” (Crawford, 
1996).  
 
Increasingly,  then, disciplinary control within cities  
comes to rely not just on the Foucauldian array of 
physical structures, disciplinary controls, and urban 
planning practices (see Driver, 1985), but on 
pervasive webs of electronic systems, which assert 
disciplinary control by “distributing bodies/uses in 
space, allocating each individual/function to a cellular 
partition, creating an efficient machine out of its 
analytical spatial arrangement” (Boyer, 1996; 17). As 
Virilio (1987; 16) argues, cities are shifting from a 
state where physical barriers and walls controlled 
access and ʻbelongingʼ to  a state where “the rites of 
passage are no longer intermittent - they have 
become immanent” and are woven as automatic, 
cybernetic systems, into the urban fabric. Such 
electronic systems, with increasing degrees of 
automation,  also threaten to provide silent, invisible, 
and pervasive networks of cybernetic social control, 
with unprecedented potential for exclusion. Norris et 
al (1996) warn that: 
 “those who cannot pay will be excluded from 
motorways; known trouble makers from football 
grounds; the unsightly casualties of “care in the 
community” removed from the  decorous order of city 
streets and shopping malls ; known shoplifters and 
fare dodgers excluded from shops and transport 
systems [...]. If the growing divide between those who 
have and have not and those who are included and 
excluded is intensified through the use of new 
technology, there is a real danger that our cities will 
come to resemble the dystopian vision so beloved by 
futuristic film makers”. 
 
Such fears that surveillant-simulation will prefigure 
and support socio-spatial systems that are more 
socially polarised and exclusionary,  through invisible, 
automated social judgments,  are very real. But, and 
this is our second question,  is the story really this 
simple ? In fact, we need to be extremely  wary of 
such simple black/white predictions ; of   scenarios 
that assume  totalised, dystopian,  geographic 
ʻimpactsʼ of surveillant-simulation techniques. It is 
easy to assume the easy of emergence of completely 
integrated, all-seeing surveillance webs  when, in fact,  
the reality of technological innovation is  a great deal 
more ʻmessyʼ, difficult,   contingent, and open to 
contested interpretations and applications (Thrift, 
1996;  Bingham, 1996). We should  equally be wary of  
easy generalisation and  deterministic readings of 
technological ʻimpactsʼ (Graham and Marvin, 1996).   
 
As recent debates in Actor Network Theory (ANT) 
have demonstrated, the construction of new 
technological networks  (including surveillant-
simulation systems) will always be an essentially  
social process, even if  this applies to the  design of 
embedded algorithms. ANT provides a  fully relational  
perspective which demonstrates the dangers of easy, 
deterministic generalisation.  It is  “concerned with 
how all shorts of bits and pieces; bodies, machines, 
and buildings, as well as texts, are associated 
together in attempts to build order” (Bingham, 1996; 
32).  Absolute spaces and times are meaningless 
here. Agency is a purely relational process. 
Technologies only have contingent, and diverse, 
effects through the ways they become linked into 
specific social contexts by human agency (see 
Collins, 1995). What Pile and Thrift (1996; 37) call  a 
“vivid, moving, contingent and open-ended 
cosmology” emerges.  The boundaries between 
humans and machines become ever-more blurred, 
permeable, and cyborgian. And “nothing means  
outside of its relations : it makes no sense to talk of a 
ʻmachineʼ in general than it does to talk of a ʻhumanʼ 
in general” (Bingham, 1996;17).   The importance of 
ANT from our point of view, as Nigel Thrift argues, is 
its implication that that  “no technology is ever found 
working in splendid isolation as though it is the central 
node in the social universe. It is linked - by the social 
purposes to which it  is put - to humans and other 
technologies of different kinds. It is linked to a chain of 
different activities involving other technologies. And it 
is heavily contextualised” (Thrift, 1996;1468). 
 
The lesson, if we are to understand the virtual 
geographies of surveillant-simulation,  is that we need 
to balance our macro, political-economic treatments, 
with much finer-grained and humanistic treatments of 
how they are socially constructed, to have effects,  in 
practice (Graham and Marvin, 1996; Graham, 1997). 
We need to explore how community groups and 
activists might utilise GIS and CCTV technologies, as 
well as large organisations. Ramasubramian (1995), 
for example, outlines how GIS-techniques were used 
in Milwaukee to successfully prove that an insurance 
firm was effectively red-lining African-American 
census tracts in the city. Kevin Robins (1996; 139)  
has argued that, with  the mass diffusion of consumer 
video,  “the city now constitutes a mosaic of micro-
visions and micro-visibilities. With the camcording of 
the city we have the fragmentation and devolution of 
vision-as-control to the individual level”. The Internet 
has provided a whole range of examples where  
surveillance and simulation techniques have been 
used in social and environmental campaigns.  City-
wide CCTV may, if properly configured and used, 
substantially reduce the abuses of power by law 
enforcement agencies.  And secure, fortressed mall-
like consumption spaces may be much more popular 
with certain  vulnerable social groups than the often-
romanticised ʻpublicʼ street spaces of the modern city. 
Thus, attention needs to centre on the complex, 
ambivalent relations surrounding surveillant-
simulation techniques, whilst being sensitive to 
overall, macro-level biases in their design, 
deployment, and operation. 
 
Finally, it is important that we consider how 
surveillant-simulation techniques become implicated 
in the elaboration of new material geographies of 
employment, urbanisation, and flow. For the 
proliferation of surveillance systems is about  much 
more than flows of representations ; the construction 
of virtualities and simulacra ; of mechanisms for fine-
grained control ; and  of cybernetic processes of 
automation. It also fuels some of the fastest growing 
economic sectors of the ʻinformation economyʼ (see 
Graham and Marvin, 1996, chapter 5; Hepworth, 
1989). The economic flows and labour processes 
surrounding the growth of  surveillant-simulation 
systems also seem to  accelerate  the processes 
noted by Castells (1989), through which  economic 
processes become more disembedded from the 
physical and social landscapes which are their focus, 
operating instead through some telemediated ʻspace 
of flowsʼ.  
 
Thus, data warehousing and consumer marketing 
industries, for example, generate huge demands for 
sophisticated ʻswitched inʼ office space located in 
places with good labour supplies, public subsidies, 
and adequate transport, telecommunications and 
property infrastructures. Such back office and 
telesales zones tend to locate far from the main urban 
cores in lower-cost suburban, rural or ʻThird Worldʼ 
spaces (Graham and Marvin, 1996).  Lower level data 
crunching functions are often outsourced to even 
more dispersed locations, employing female staff on 
pay-per keystroke wages (and, ironically, employing 
surveillant-simulation techniques to support worker 
discipline and performance). Software industries tend 
to cluster in creative ʻinformation districtsʼ, either in 
campus-like sprawls around major metropolitan areas 
(as in the case of Silicon Valley) or, as with 
multimedia design, in gentrified inner districts in older 
urban cores (a with SoHo in New York). Each, of 
course, also links into global networks of flow, often 
tieing in high-level support personnel in newly 
industrialising, high skill, nations like India. The 
customer support infrastructures for utilities, 
telecommunications and transport firms now routinely 
operate, on-line, from cheap, distant, automated call 
centres, far from the territorial  ʻpatchesʼ covered by 
their infrastructures. And the flows of images from 
CCTV systems can now be easily switched over 
broadband networks to cheap labour locations. The 
World Bank has even suggested that the CCTV 
systems covering US malls should be monitored in 
Africa, to take advantage of low wage costs and offer 
ʻdevelopmentalʼ benefits to the continent (Bannister, 
1994). 
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